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"With Malice toward None, wilh Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right
"R0Y, Mora" County, "New Mexico.

Volume XIV.

Lodges Install

Apology
-

This column is a dismal
failnre this week.
A story
of the Red Cross, a financial
report of the Schools, the
Jackrabbit
ahd other
important matters failed to
get back from the linotype.
.

D-iiv-

e

The Rebekah and Odd Fellows
Lodges will hold a joint installation for members only at the Hall
Wednesday evening, January 9th
all members of both lodges are
urged to attend. Lunch after the

installation.

Rev. 0. W. Hearn, started to
El Paso Saturday to attend a Y.
He was
M. C. A. Convention.
6om of Purest Metal in the World It,
by
stopped
a wire
at Tucumcari
Found Here, Although in Small
Quantities.
saying it was called off and visited friends at Tucumcari over
"It must be admitted thnt the EngSunday.
lish huve not beeu very generous,"

ELBA'S VALUABLE

IRON MINES

Nupoloou us he uurveyed his
kingdom of Elba from the top gf Its
highest peak. Yet a muu more modest
thun the greut Corslctui might have
been well content with this fair ami
rich little Isluud, to suy nothing of the
title of king.
Elba today has come Into a new importance, owing to the war stimulated
values of Its iron mines. Some of the
purest iron ore iu the world is found
here in beautiful crystals, although
the quantity Is not grcnt, enough to bo
of any wide significance.
The little Isle includes till manner of
little Industries In Its 10 by 12 mile
confines.
Ou the lower slopes there
are fertile little valleys, and along the
beach n tiny fishing industry manages
to thrive.
Besides the Iron mines

Mr. Montoya,

of De Haven,

was thrown from a horse Christmas day and injured so that he
has been suffering from a blood
clot on the brain since Dr. Sale
has been attending him and
hopes for a permanent recovery
tho the case was a serious one.
L.E. Deubler and

his, father

arrived from Oklahoma last week
Lafe brought his family back
also a broken wrist from cranking a Ford with the spark too far
ahead. His father came to atthere are famous stone quarries, and
the scenery Is rugged and Imposing on tend to land matters.
n miniature scale. Had Napoleon been
n philosopher he might well have
found contentment here.
But Nnpnleon wns a genernl and n
builder ; instead of settling down to enjoy v'hut the gods had left him, he Instituted all manner of projects for development in his tiny kingdom, and
even conducted from here his least
known cninpaign. Across the blue waters to the south of Elba is visible
the smaller lshfnd of Pianosa, low and
fertile. Pinnosa was deserted In those
times on account of the depredations
Napoleón
of Mediterranean pirates.
of 40 men
directed nn expedition
against the corsairs with the object of
adding Tianosa to his kingdom. He
probably would have led tire pirates n

iiard life had not the opportunity for
escape presented Itself that led to
France and Waterloo.
MEXICAN

BOYS WERE

BRAVE

Put Up Gallant
Cadets of Chapultepe
Fight at Defense of Their
City In 1847.
v

Albert Sivior formerly of Albert but who now resides in the
San Luis Valley in Colorado, is
the guest of the Heimann Brothers out at theirranch at the top
oí the Albert Hill. Albert says
the San Luis country is great,
rich and full of opportunities but
it is nice to have friends here
and come back once in a while.

Benefit

Lunch

Roy Ladies will serve
Meat Sandwiches,
Pie,
Pickles and
Coffee,
At the1 Community Hall
SATURDAY, JAN. 5th,
Benefit of Community Hall,

The defense of Chapultepec, during
the war between the United States and
"Mexico, In 1847, was nlmoRt ns gallant
as was the attack. In this attack 48
Mexican cadets, among others, lost
C. E. Anderson and son Lee
their lives. The story Is a stirring one,
went to Texas this w'eek to look
observes the Los Angeles Times.
For many years the celebrated Cas- at a location they have had in
tle of Chapultepec, where' Montezuma mind.
held his barbaric court In the
groves of cypress; where
during nearly three centuries lived the
Paul Anderson and Bob Grunig
successive viceroys of Spain, and
up the old "Case" out
steamed
Imperial
where1 Maximilian made his
home, has been the West Point of fit and threshed several loads of
Mexico.
When General Scott had taken the
place by storm and General Bravo
had surrendered, a Mexican cadet only
fifteen years old, seeing the flag of his
country in peril, most of his comrades
being already slain, climbed the flagstaff, tore the banner from Its place,
wound It round his body and slid
down, Intending to plunge over the precipice, in order to save the colors from
falling Into the hands Of the enemy.
That act of heroism being frustrated,
the brave boy, with the banner still
wrapped about him, ioughj until he
of FfiesTJ
was cut In pieces. Forty-eigschoolboys, ranging In age from fourteen to twenty years, lie buried In one
grave at the foot of the hill. Tear
N

after year the cadets of Chapultepec
strew flowers upon the grave.
,

Excusable.

"Those Dubwaltes put on a great
many airs, merely because they have
had the same cook for more thun

twenty years."
"There are some forms of vanity I
can condone," replied Mr. Gllthersby,
"and keeping the same cook for more
than twenty years is one of them."

Two y.ung men of the U.S. Geological Survey have been here
for some time driving about the
mesa and canyons in a Ford they
are likely doing something for
the public good besides taking
pictures.

'

The oyster Supper following
Drive will be
it
the
served at the Roy Cafe Saturday
evening Jan. 5th all members of
inthe hunting party and a few
vited guests will be present and
partake of the festive bivalve.
Jack-rabb-

cane seed brought in by the
neighbors and then pulled out to
Lew Peiffer's to thresh a good
sized job. Cane seed is not so
plentiful this year nor as good
as we have had but is worth real
money and lots of it

way.
Rev. Ford of Solano, was at El
Paso last week and accepted a
commisson in the Y.M.C.A.work
at 'Fort Bliss he wjll go at once
to take up active work in this
line which has proven too exacting and strenuous for many
preachers who have tried it. It
is a man's job for a man and
there is great difficnlty in supplying the Association with suitable

workers.

r

O. W. Mc Kittrick editor ot the
Mc Cracken, Kansas Enterprise
is in this community with a

bunch of men buying cattle and
shipping to Kansas. He called
on us Wednesday and gave us the
he admits that a cattle
buying editors is something of a
r,

once-ove-

cariosity.
i

Miss Rebekah Everist of. Tucumcari is visiting her many girl
friends in Roy this week. .

Harry A. Lusk and wife of
Mills was in town Wednesday on
business.

57
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By Ella Wheeler Wilcox
A ittle time agone, a few brief years
And there was peace within our beauteous borders-Pea- ce,
and a prosperous people, and no fears
Of war and its disorders.
Pleasure was ruling goddess of our land; with her attendant,
Mirth,
band about the riant earth.
She led a jubilant,
days,
my brother,
Do you recall those laughing
And those long nights that trespassed on the dawn:
Those throngs of idle, dancing maids and mothers,
Who lilted on and on,
Card-mabejeweled, and
Yet women whose sweet mouths had neven sipped
From Sin's black chalice women good, at heart
Who, in the winding maze of Pleasure's mart
way to wholesome pleasures of an
Had lost the
1

d,

d,

Mrs. Belle Kilmurray,' who has
been visiting and helping to care
for her mother, Mrs. Henry Stone
in La Cinta Canyon returned
home Monday to Gardner Colo,
Mrs. Stone is still very ill and unable to sit up. Her other daughter, Nell is with her.

error
Behold the pattern of a new
And it shall last while countless ages roll.
At the loud call of drumes, out of the idler and the weakling
l!

Casimiro Gonzales and wife
are enjoying a visit from their
two married daughters and their
husbands C. A. Valdez and family
of East Las Vegas" and Leo
Valdez, and family of Ocate,they
drove up in an auto Sunday and
will visit several days. They all
went to Mosquero, Monday even
ingto the big dance given for
the Red Cross ar.d visited friends
there,

e,

earth
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Camp-Sherma-
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Financial Report of Village
Treasurer of Roy, N.M.
The folowing is the Financial Report of the Village of Roy
N. M. for the f iscial year ending December 31it, 1917.
Amounts received and from what sourc

..

..

..' ..
..

Fines

45.00

$1653.50
Total Amount received from all sources
Amou ts expended and for what purpose
' Amount for salaries including Legal advice
$778.10
16.50
Refund of village licenses
50.00
Paid payment on Lots for Village Jail
Payment to J. H. Hornbaker for Village Jail contract 350.00
60.77
Paid for Printing of ordinances and incorporation
28.00
1st payment on Cemetery to State land Com.
115.92
.
Paid general expense from fund
expended
to
$1399.29
data
Total amount

train.

,

Recapitulation
.
.
$ 00.00
Amt. on hand January 1st, 1917,
Amount received from all sources as above'stated 1653.50
1399.29
Amount expended as per above statement
254.21
1917
December
31st,
$
on
hand
Amount
Resp. Submitted,
WILLIAM G. JOHNSON,
TREASURER. VILLAGE OF ROY. N-I, William G. Johnson, Treas. Village of Roy, N.M.
certify that the above statement is é true and
correct account of all moneys received and paid out by the
Village of Roy, N. M. fiscial year begining Jan. 1st 1917
ana ending- December 31st 1917.
WILLIAM G, JOHNSON, Treas.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this the 2nd day of
.

-

January, 1918.

,

REMIJIO LOPEZ

Notary Public for Mora County, N. Mex. My
mission, expiréis, Jan.
0.

Com-
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Tbe itinerary he has
arranged will be as follows
.

Wagon Mound
Solano

Jan- -

14

5--

1115

Roy
Mills

16-- 23

22-- 29,

Nolan
Levy
Ocate
Optimo
Shomaker
Watrous
Tiptonville
Golondrinas
La Ceuvea

Feb- -

28--

29

30--

31

-7

1-

57-

-6
-8

15

9--

S. S. Convention

-- 1

The Sunday School Convention
at Roy last Sunday was well attended by all the school of the
Association. The forenoon session
was not so well attended but the
afternoon session had a full
house Solano was represented
and Mills and the surrounding
communities were all there, the
program was short and hastily
arranged but it was made up in
enthusiasm and discussion of
live

questions Mr. E.D.Bar tmess

ofMestonito, the president drove '
things along in a very able
manner and he w,as ably assisted
by Rev. Heaton, Rev Mat thews, of
Solano, and others. The officers
were
for the coming
years, Mr; Bartmess President,
aid Mr. Smith of PlesanrYiew,"
Secretary, The next Covention
will be held with the Solano.
Sunday School, March 31st, The
creation of a home Department
and the matters of continuing
the attendance Contest were
among the matters discussed.

lib i.ulj

ing Camp at Linda Vista, and will
go there this week from the Q.M
Corps at Ft Bliss to take Officers
Training. His physical condition
has so improved that there is no
doubt of his making good and
the Educational tests will be
nothing for him to shy from, We
expect him to come out a Frist
Lieutenant and know the U. S.
never took on better material to

7.01
1.00

East" but you come to

35-ye- ar

j

20.00
989.00
677.60
10.00

"Back
him.

The editor and wife were
guest of Mayor and Mrs. F. A.
held since leaving here, a year Roy at dinner New Years day
ago, Floyd looks fine and gets and helped devour a fine turkey
a good salary along with all the and the other good things that
accommodations and advantages go with it on Mrs. Roy's table
of a Soldier. Many friends are including a brandy sauce made
glad of his success,
old private stock.
from a
If there is anything in starting
Sergeant Wolcott Russel has right we shall live well this year
coveted of 1918.
at last gained the
Appointment to the Officer TrainII1VUV U111J1IIU

Dog License,
Retail Liquor Licens
General Mdse and other licenses
Part payment on cemetery lots
Impounding fees
Building permits

!

re-lect-

Floyd Morris came in Wednes
day from
Chil
icotbe Ohio, for a 'visit of four
day with his mother, brother,
and friends here. He has been
visiting friends at Whittier, and
other points in Iowa, including
the old home of the
Editor
and will go to camp Logan, at
Hueston Texas to accept a clerk Depart- i ship in the Commissary

"

Amt. Rtcd. for

their land and have it ready
that they may be able to give it
in promptly and correctly.
Remember the assessor does not
come to your home to assess you
as most of us are-- accustomed to

'

comes
ready to pay the price
The Hero, valiant with
War asks of men to help a suffering world.
And out of the arms of Pleasure, where they whirled
In wild, unreasoning mirth, behold the splendid women of the
toiling mothers, eisters, daughLiving new, selfless lives-th- e
ters, wives
Of men gone forth as targets for the foe!
Ah, now we know
Man is divine! We see the heavenly spark
Shining above the smoke and gloom and dark.
Which was not visible in!peícéfuldays;:
m
God! Wondrous are thy ways!
For outof chaos come construction; out of darkness and of
doubt
And the black pit of death comes glorious faith;
From wanton waste comes thrift, from weakness strength
and power.
And to the summits men and women lift
in this hour,
Their souls from
life,
of
This crucial hour
So shines the golden side of this black shield of strife.

on

Master Robert, Elder, son of
Mr. andMr3.J. M. Elder of Roy,
went to Springer before Christmas and spent the Holidays with
the childern of Mr. ' and Mrs.
Cha's Baker v of thq Kreiberg
Tract. This was his first long
visit away from home and he
enjoyed it immensely;

and for son,
For manhood and for womanhood whose trend
Seemed year on year toward weakness to descend.
Upon this woof of darkness and of terror, woven by human

'

future.

'

earlier day?
Oh, you remember them? You filled their glasses;
You "cut in" at their games of bridge; you left
Your work to drop in on their dancing classes
Before the day was cleft
In twain by noontide. When the night waxed late,
You led your partner forth to demonstrate '
The newest steps before a cheering throng:
And Time and Peace danced by your side along.
''Peace is a lovely word, and we abhor that red word "War"
Butlook ye, brothers, what this war has done for daughter

self-sacrific-

ASSeSSOr LOttling

The childern of Mr. and Mrs.
gave a New Years
Party to a number of their young
friends New Years eve. A fine
time is reported and just crowd
enough' to enjoy it. Most of the
guests were from Roy Mrs. Scott
attended to suitable refreshments
The party all saw "The witche3
Light" and made a demonstration to welcome in the New Year.

sun-kiss- ed

race-sou-

G. B. Hall,

T. O. Scott,

joy-seeki-

half-strippe-

W).

Roy Hail, eldest son of Kev. f v
left Monday for Al l
buquerque where he will be a
student in the State University
County Assessor Fabian Chavin future. Roy graduated from es, will be with us from Jan.
the Roy schools last spring and 16th to 23d to assess the property
proposes to fit himself for the in this precinct. It will be well
duties that confront the citizen for all to make out a list of their
of the new civilization of the property including the description

A New War Poem

wine-flushe- d,

Number

1H1K

Then and Now

'

Grant Kitchell started Monday
morning making concrete brick
for his new building across the

Saturday,"' January

Dr. and Mrs. M. D. Gibbs and
family were dinner guests of
the Grinner Sister at the Búngalo
New Years day. The dinner was
not "Hoovemed" to the extent
of being meager, nor so that the
joy was all eliminated.

Miss McGleevey

'Miss Grace Mc Cleevey, of
Pennsylvania, died of TuberculoFred Fluhmarn purchased the sis at one the Plumlee Hospital
Voelkel section of land adjoir-in- c Cottages Sunday Morning. She
his farm recently for $5500.00 came here two months ago and
cash. This now makes Fred and Ha3 heen staying at the J. M.
his family owners of 3 sections Elder home m the Liberty eom- of the best lánd on the mesa and munity. Her father brought her
to the Hospital a week or more
they plan to get more of it.
ago
but she come west too late
secbuy
more
two
Fred could
Mortal means to save her
for
his
cash
tions like it with the
from
the Pague. The body was
for
which
this years crop will sell
shipped
back to her home Monfarmproves him one of the best
day
for
interment. "She was
ers on the mesa. Mr. Fluhmann
lady
young
of 20 years and her
a
was a sodier for eight years in
death
untimely
is one of the tragthe Swiss Army before coming
edies
life.
of
to the U. S. and he is now the
best of patriots of the country
Miss Elsye Hoelz. was reportof his adoption. Personal know- ed a guest of her friend Mrs.
ledge of conditions on the other Ira
Furr.of the Tucumcari News
side makes him appreciate the last week.
blessings of freedom and peace.

:

THE

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

American steamer Tuscarora dashed
to pieces on rocky Nova Scotlan
coast.
The Berlin papers dilate on the impeace
portance of the
negotiations and declare peace offer is
"free from lust."
of Japan with her allies In the war to the fullest extent
of her ability was pledged by Emperor
Yoshlhlto in the speech from the
throne at tbe opening of parliament.
A Petrograd dispatch to the London
Times said that Ambassador Francis
in his statement denied that he and
his staff had Interfered with Russian
internal affairs or aided any political
faction.
More than 300 members of the German minority Socialist party were arrested on Christmas eve by the Gorman military authorities, according to
a Zurich dispatch given out In London
by the Wireless Press.
The Ideas of King Ferdinand of Bulgaria about annexations are very different from those expounded by Count
foreign
Czernin, the
The Nleue
minister, at
Free Presse (Vienna), quotes him as
saying that Bulgaria would hold what
she had won.
The central powers are ready to
make an immediate general peace
without compulsory annexations and
without contributions. This is their
answer thru Count Czernin, the
foreign minister, made
on Christmas day at
to
Russian proposals.
Leon Trotzky, the Bolshcvlkl foreign minister, protested to the Germans against the transference of
troops from the eastern front, but
also has ordered Russian factories to
stop the manufacture of munitions.
He did not indicate whether his government would take any other step
against German violation of the armistice.
Brest-Lltovs-

RECORD OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENT8 AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM A (SOURCES
DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND,

SAYINGS,

Weetera Newapapar Union Newe BtrTlca.

ABOUT THE WAR
Italian! attacked by Germans from
another quarter.
German atrocities to Americans reported on battle front.
Six thousand Kornlloff troops were
defeated by Bolshevlkl.
Russian reports indicate steady decline of power of Bolshevlkl.
Greece will reward citizens of that
nation who join American army.
Holiday gifts from the American
Red Cross were distributed In the Italian trenches along the lower Plave.
Col. del Rosso and Monte Val Bella
on the Aslago plateau were recaptured by Italian forces In a counterattack Dec. 26, but it was found impossible to hold them, the Rome war
office announced.
A British air squadron dropped a
ton of bombs on the great commercial
city of Mannheim, on the Rhine, In
Germany.
Numbers of fires were
One British plane was
started.
forced to descend.
Eleven Austro German aeroplanes
were brought down by the British and
Italian forces in a big aerial battle
which developed when the Teutons
made an unsuccessful attempt to bomb
Trevlso, sixteen miles north of Venice.
Many were killed and wounded.
The losses to British shipping show
a material decrease for the past week.
According to the admiralty report
eleven British merchantmen of 1,600
(tons or over were sunk by mine or
submarine, as well as one merchantman under that tonnage and one fishing vessel.
The Germans made two attacks on
the Verdun front Thursday but were
not able to break through the French
lines, the Paris war office reports. Artillery fighting continues on the Verdun front, where the French broke up
two German attacks.
"The enemy
dead remaining on the ground between the Unes and in the wire entanglements demonstrated tbe importance of the losses suffered by the Germans, who left prisoners in Italian
bands."
While their guns bombard the west-efront, the Germans are taking
troops from the eastern front for use
elsewhere, despite the provision of
the
armistice prohibiting such action. The artillery activity in France has been moderate over
most of the front and more violent
on the right bank of the Meuse, northeast of Verdun, the scene of the German attack nearly two years ago.

k

Austro-Hungaria-

Brest-Lftovs-

Austro-Hu-

ngarian

Brest-Lltovs-

SPORTING NEWS
Baseballs are going to cost more
next season than they have in the
past, according to dealers in sporting
goods.

Tbe annual meeting of tbe Rocky
Mountain conference will be held in
Denver, Jan. 12, according to word given out by Prof. George C. Manly of
the University of Denver, president of
the conference.
George W. Phellls was high man in
the trap shoot at the Lakewodd Country club, with a score of 99 out of 100.
This is the first of a series of trap
shoots which the Lakewood club will
hold every Wednesday afternoon at
the club grounds In Denver.
Twenty show horses' from James Cox
Brady's stable were auctioned off in
New York for the benefit of the Red
Cross for an aggregate of $22,365, of
which $18,150 was paid for eight hackneys.
Fifteen of the animals were
prize winners and the highest price
was paid for the imported English
hackney team, Plreon and Hamilton
Regal, purchased by John R. Thompson of Chicago for $13,500.

GENERAL

John E. Williams, fuel administrator of Illinois, was appointed referee
In all labor disputes arising in the
packing house industries of the United
States during the war.
Stocks soared at tbe opening of tbe
New York stock market Dec. 27, denoting the satisfaction of the financial
WESTERN
An immediate and radical curtail- community with the president's dement of passenger service in the cen- cision to take over the railroads.
tral West was predicted by railway
Fire believed to have been of inmen at Chicago as one of the first re- cendiary origin destroyed the boxmak-inplant of Otto Baker & Sons, at
sults of government control of the
Md., engaged in governBaltimore,
roads.
At Globe, Ariz., Barney Sclmla, a ment work, with a loss of more than
miner of Black Warrior, whose home $100,000.
This year will be the first time since
was dynamited ten days ago by unknown persons, shot and severely "mardi gras" was first held In New
Orleans that the day will not be celewounded four persons in a moving
ture theater whom he suspected nf brated by street maskers. Mayor
having had a hand in the bomb out- Behrman issued an order forbidding
the custom.
rage.
The American consulate at Odessa
Tonopah Mining Co. declared a dividend of 7 per cent, payable Jan. 1, to was the object of a bomb early in the
stock of record Dec. 31. This Is a re- morning of the 18th, according to a
duction of 76 per cent from the last state department message.
In New York the number of licenses
dividend paid in October.
marriages
for Christmas
Charges of disorderly conduct issued
against Prof. Charles Ayer, instruc- showed an increase of nearly 10Ü per
litor of Spanish and German at the Un- cent, over 1916. A total of 277
iversity of Colorado, and prominent In censes were Issued Monday as comeducational circles in the West, were pared with 167 on Christmas eve last
year.
dismissed at Chicago.
New regulations issued by the FedThe food commission of Silver Bow
eral Food Administration automaticcounty, Mont., In which Butte Is lo- ally reduced
the price of flour In carcated, ordered a second reduction In load lots at the mills by establishing
the local prices of foodstuffs, averaga lower amount of wheat to be used
ing a cut of about 5 per cent in all in the manufacture of a barrel of
products. The first reduction ci'i flour.
prices 10 per cent.
W. W. Blackwell, a decade ago su
preme chancellor of the Knights of
WASHINGTON
since recognised as an
Government uncovers world wide Pythias and
authority on affairs of the order, died
plot to wreck social orders.
at his home at Henderson, Ky., afSenate committee urged War De- ter suffering a stroke of paralysis. '
partment to provide warmer clothing
Unless approximately 10,000 iron
for soldiers In cantonments.
workers employed In shops at San
s
FranclBCO and In Oakland receive imFuneral services for Senator
of Nevada were held in Wash- mediately a ten per cent. Increase in
ington.
President Wilson headed a wages, they will strike, according to
distinguished gathering which
a statement by R. W. Burton, presi
dent of the Iron Trades council.
More than $1,000,000 is said to have
Vice Chairman Stevens says labor
trouble has lost more than half mil- been obtained in operations of three
lion days in ship building program, swindlers under arrest at Chicago, the
biggest "haul" haying been obtained
but situation is now improving.
Belated returns brought the total of from' Albert A. Charles, wealthy merenrollments in the Red Cross Christ- chant of Kokomo, Ind., who is said to
have lost $100,000 In a fake mine.
mas drive for new members up to
A plot to poison Red Cross bandTbe goal set when the cam
ages and spread wholesale death
palgn opened Dec. 17, was 10,000,000.
With the railroads under govern- among the soldiers of America and
ment control, the greatest obstacle to her allies has been exposed and frusan adequate American coal supply Is trated at Cleveland, Ohio.
wiped out. Congressional investigaViljalmar Stefansson returned from
tors, therefore, turned their attention an exploring trip thru Arctic
to coa prices.
Rus80-Germa-

n

g

i

New-land-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

WILSON'S
MESSAGE
TAKING OVER CONTROL
RAILWAY8
.

IN

OF ALL

NAME OF

THE NATION.

NOT TO IMPAIR RIGHTS
Takes Possession Under Provision of
Army Appropriation Act of
Aug. 29, 1916.

Weetern Newapaper Union Newa Service.

Washington, Dec. 27. President
Wilson issued tho following proclamation:
Whereas, The Congress of the United States, In the exercise of the constitutional authority vested In them,
by joint resolution of the Senate and
House of Representatives, bearing
date April 6, 1917, resolved,
That the state of war between the
United States and the Imperial German government which has thus been
thrust upon the United States Is hereby formally declared; and that the
President be and he is hereby authorized and directed to employ the enttro
naval and military forces of the United States and the resources of the
government to. carry on war against
the imperial German government; and
to bring the conflict to a successful
termination, all of the resources of the
country are hereby pledged by the
Congress of the United States.
War Declared on Austria.
And by joint resolution bearing date
of Dec. 7, 1917, resolved,
That a state of war is hereby declared to exist between the United
States of America and the imperial
governand royal
ment; and that the President be and
he is hereby authorized and directed
to employ the entire naval and military forces of the United States and
the resources of the government to
carry on war against the imperial and
government;
royal
and to bring the conflict to a successful termination all the resources of
the country are hereby pledged by the
Congress of the United States. And,
Whereas, It is provided by Sec. 1
of the act approved Aug. 29, 1916, entitled "An act making appropriations
for the support of the army for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, and
for other purposes," as follows:
The President, in time of war, is
empowered, through the secretary of
war, to take possession and assume
iontrol of any system or systems of
transportation, or any part thereof,
and to utilize the same, to, the exclusion as far as may be necessary brail
other traffic thereon, for the transfer
or transportation of troops, war material and equipment, or for such other
purposes connected with the emergency as may be needful or desirable.
To Utilize Transportation System.
And, whereas, it has now become
necessary in the national defense to
take possession and assume control
of certain systems of transportation
and ta utilize the same, to the exclusion as 'far as may be necessary of
other than war traffic thereon, for the
transportation of troops, war material
and equipment therefor, and other
needful and desirable purposes, connected with the prosecution of the
war;
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United States, under
and by virtue of the powers vested in
me by the foregoing resolutions and
statute, and by virtue of all other
powers thereto me enabling, do hereby, through Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, take possession and assume control, at 12 o'clock noon on
the 28th day of December, 1917, of
each and every system of transportation and the appurtenances thereof,
located wholly or in part within the
boundaries of the continental United
States and consisting of railroads,
and owned or controlled systems of
coastwise and inland transportation,
engaged In general transportation,
whether operated by steam or by electric power, including also terminals,
terminal companies and terminal associations, sleeping and parlor cars,
private cars and private car lines,
elevators, warehouses, telegraph and
telephone lines and all other equipment and appurtenances commonly
used upon or operated as a part of
such rail or combined rail and water
systems of transportation to be utilized for the transfer and transportation of troops, war material and equipment to the exclusion so far as may
be necessary of all other traffic thereon; and that so far as such exclusive
use be not necessary or desirable,
such systems of transportation be operated and utilized in the performance
of such other services as the national
Interest may require and of the usual
and ordinary business and duties of
common carriers.
Austro-Hungaria-

Austro-Hungaria-

designated director general of railroads. S iu director may perform tat
duties imposed upon him so long and
to such extent as he shall determine,
through the board of directors, receivers, officers and em ploy és of said
of transportation. Until énd except so far as said director shall,
from time to time by general or special orders otherwise provide, tht
boards of directors, receivers, officers
and employes of the various transportation systems shall continue the operation thereof in the usual and ordinary course of business of common carriers, In the names of their respective
companies.
Until and except so far as said directors shall from time to time otherwise by general or special orders determine, such systems of transporta
tion shall remain subject to all existing statutes and orders of the Inter
state Commerce Commission, and to
all statutes and orders of regulating
commissions of the various states In
which said systems or any part thereof may be situated. But any orders,
general or special, hereafter made by
said director, shall have paramount authority and be obeyed as such.
Does Not Affect Tramways.
Nothing herein shall be construed
as now affecting the possession, operation and control of street electrlo
passenger railways, including railways commonly called Interurbana,
whether such railways be or be not
owned or controlled by such railroad
companies or systems. By subsequent
order and proclamation, if and when
it shall be fond necessary or desirable, possession, control or operation
may be taken of all or any part of
such street railway systems, Including
subways and tunnels, and by subsequent order and proclamation, possession, control and operation in whole
or in part may also be relinquished
to the owners thereof of any part of
the railroad systems or rail and water
systems, possession and control of
which are hereby assumed.
The director shall as soon as may
be after having assumed such possession and control enter upon negotiations with the several companies
looking to agreements for Just and
reasonable compensation for the possession, use and control of their respective properties on the basis of
an annual guaranteed compensation,
above accruing depreciation and the
maintenance of their properties,
equivalent, as nearly as may be, to
tbe average of the net operating income thereof for the three-yea- r
period
ending June 30, 1917 the results of
Buch negotiations to be reported to
me for such action as may be appropriate and lawful.
Not to Impair Rights.
But nothing herein contained, expressed or implied, or hereafter one
or suffered hereunder, shall be
deemed in any way to impair the
rights of the stockholders, bondholders, creditors and other persons having interests in said systems of transportation or in the profits thereof, to
receive just and adequate compensations for the use and control and operation of their property hereby assumed.
Regular dividends hitherto declared,
and maturing Interest upon bonds, debentures and other obligations, may
be paid in due course; and such regular dividends and Interest may continue to be paid until and unless the
said director shall from time to time
otherwise by general or special orders
determine; anu subject to the approval of the director, the various carriers
may agree upon and arrange for the
renewal and extension of maturing
s

Except with the prior written assent of said director, no attachment
by mesne process or on execution
shall be levied on or against any of
the property used by any of the said
transportation systems in the conduct
of their business as common carriers:
but suits may be brought by and
against said carriers and judgments
rendered as hitherto until and except
so far as said director may, by general or special orders, otherwise determine.
From and after 12 o'clock on said
28th day of December, 1917, all transportation systems included in this order and proclamation shall conclusively be deemed within the possession
and control of said director without
further act or notice. But for the purpose of accounting said possession and
control shall date from 12 o'clock midnight on Dec. 31, 1917.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused the seal of
the United States to be affixed.
Done by the President, through
Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, in
the District of Columbia, this 26th day
of December, In the year of Our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and seventeen, and of the independence of the
United States the one hundred and
forty-secon-

WOODROW WILSON.
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.

Higher Prices Allowed Coal Men.
Washington. War demands for bituminous coal have been greater than
mines could meet, although the increase of production this year has
been normal, Fuel Administrator Garfield testified at the Senate coal Investigation. In an effort to alleviate
conditions, he said,' the fuel administration was laying emphasis on stimBy William G. McAdoo.
ulating production.
It is hereby directed that the
"When the operators complain that
control, operation and utilizaprices fixed by the president are too
tion of such transportation systems
hereby by me undertaken shall be ex- low, we are Inclined to give them the
ercised by and through William G. Mc- benefit of the doubt," Dr. Garfield
Adoo, who s hereby appointed and said.
Agree on Silver Price Around $1.
Bolshevik Emissary Seeks Peace.
Washington A price to be paid by
London. Gen. Antonoff, the military commandant of the Petrograd the government for silver In agreedistrict, has gone to Kiev, says a Pet- ment with western producers has
rograd dispatch to the Times, with been agreed upon and will be announced soon. It Is said to be satisinstructions to negotiate with the factory to the producers
and will be
Ukranian rada in an effort to settle about one dollar an ounce.

the differences between it and the
Bolshevik government. It is reported
Bulgarians Balk at Peace Terms.
that the authorities of the new UkraiGeneva Bulgaria has balked at the
nian government are ready to accept peace terms of the Bolsheylkl, proproposals looking toward a peaceful testing to the clause providing for "no
arrangement.
annexation."

THE WAR SAVINGS BODY
ORGANIZING
THRIFT 8TAMP SALES.

REYNOLD8

FOR

STATE NEWS

Preliminary Meeting Will Convene in
Albuquerque to Frame Plan for
$6,000,000

NEW MEXICO

Campaign.

Weetern Newapaper Union Newa Service.
East Las Vegas, N. M. Hallett

Wealern Newapapar Union Newa Service.
COMINO EVENTS.

Farmeri' Week and Home
Jan. 14-- 1
Makers' Conference at State College,
Meallla Park.
3
New Mexico Klectrlcal AsFeb.
sociation meeting s.t Silver City.
t
Stockmen's convention at
March
Hoawell.
March, 1918 Wool Growers' convention
lit ltoswell.
11-1-

Raynolds, Btate director of the national war savings committee, announced
upon his arrival home from Washington, where he attended the organization meeting, that he would immediately begin work for an intensive organization in New Mexico to raise tti

Three prisoners made their escape

from the Carrlzozo jail.
Rev. J. F. Horton of Chicago is the
$6,000,000 expected of the state during new Presbyterian minister at Santa
the coming year. Committee fchrfir-me- n Fé.
In each county will convene in
A play in Spanish was an attraction
Albuquerque after the holidays.
at the museum In Santa Fé on ChristThe aim of the national war savings mas.
committee is to sell during the coming
Sometime In the spring there will
year two billion dollars worth of war be given for tbe first time in Las
savings certificates. TheBe certificates Cruces a Chautauqua assembly.
are of small denomination and the
young men durA total of forty-fivpublic iu buying them will not only
ing the paBt week is the contribution
contribute to the welfare of the nation of Clovis to the military service.
In wartime but will be practicing
A Junior Red Cross Society has
thrift and laying up for itself good
been organized at tbe New Mexico
returns in the way of investments.
Men recommended by Mr. Raynolds Normal University at Las Vegas.
commissioners
The Albuquerque
to Secretary McAdoo for appointment
as New Mexico county chairmen are have repealed the emergency saloon
as follows: H. B. Sammons, Farming-ton- , ordinance which closed bars at 8 p. ni.
San Juan county; Frank Bond,
The Western Oak Tanning and
Española, Rio Arriba county; B. G. Leather Company, George C. Taylor,
Randall, Taos, Taos county; C. N. president, will establish a tannery at
Blackwell, Raton, Colfax county; M. C. Albuquerque.
Johnson, Clayton, Union county; II. C.
As the result of a three weeks' seIlfeld, Las Vegas, San Miguel county; ries of evangelistic meetings at the
A. W. Welst, Wagon Mound, Mora U. B. Mission,
a United Brethren
county; L. A. Hughes, Santa Fe, Sanchurch has been organized in Las Veta Fe county; J. Sellgman, Bernalillo, gas.
Sandoval county; C. N. Cotton, Gallup,
II. B. Martin, assistant agent for the
McKlnley county; ÍI. B. Jones, Tucum-carcompany at Albuquerque for
Pullman
Quay couaty; H. R. Roberson,
the last two years, has been promoted
Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county; Alex
agent for the company at the Grand
Shipley, Clovis, Curry county; R. C. to
Dillon, Eucino, Torrance county; Guy Canon.
Gov. Lindsey granted a full pardon
L. Rogers, Albuquerque, Bernalillo
county; John Becker, Belen, Valencia to Augustln Garcia, who had been
sentenced in Valeucla county to serve
county; J. S. MacTavIsh, Magdalena,
Socorro county; W. O. Oldham, Por- sixty days In the penitentiary, begintales, Roosevelt county; Nathan Jaffa, ning Nov. 9.
Roswell, Chaves county; George L.
Sergeant Frederick Linse, in charge
Ulrick, Carrlzozo, Lincoln county; J. F. of the army recruiting station at AlJoyce, Carlsbad, Eddy county; F. W. buquerque received word authorizing
Campbell, Las Cruces, Donna Ana him to enlist men above draft age for
county; C. E. Mitchell Alamogordo, the United States guards.
Otero county; Frank Nordhaus, DomWilliam C. Schnepple, one of Rooseing, Luna county; W. D. Murray, Sil- velt's Rough Riders and for several
ver City, Grant county; A. M. Gilles- years assistant postmaster at Santa
pie, Hlllsboro, Sierra county; P. J. Fé, accepted a position with a wholeRead, Fort Sumner, de Baca county.
sale house at Las Vegas.
The United States Government has
awarded contracts for the erection at
Put Assessor on Fee Basis.
Santa Fé. Lowering of the assess- Fort Bayard of an ambulant patient's
ment by getting all property on the ward at Fort Bayard which is to cost
tax rolls; the substitution of the fee in the neighborhood of $100,000.
Bystem for the salary system in the
Manager Christian of the Carlsbad
office of the assessor, limiting the in- cotton gin announces that the gin has
come to $4,000 a year; avoidance of turned Out over 400 bales of cotton,
harsh or drastic measures in taxation and that the 500 mark will be more
that scare off the Investor, and chang- than reached before the end of the
ing the law regarding the taxation of season.
sheep so that they will be actually
Developments have progressed to a
taxed in one county and not in two, point now that assures the building
or letting them escape all taxation
of a large salt refinery at Willard and
these were a few of the recommenda- machinery and plants for the productions of Former Congressman B. C. tion of several
will also
Hernandez, of Rio Arriba county, in a be installed.
e

l,

lengthy address at the first annual
tax conference held In the capital.

The commissioners of Albuquerque
announced the employment of Paul
G. Redington,,at present district forOne of Three Stabbed Dies.
ester of the Third district, United
Albuquerque
Rafello Baldulnl, one States forest service, to be city manof three men stabbed by a negro, died ager.
from

his

wounds.

Louis

PuccI,

stabbed in the chest and left armpit,
probably will recover, A. Bennedettl
has a slight wound under the left
shoulder blade. Pucci told the ponce
that the negro attempted to take several bottles of whisky from a window
in Balduini and Puccl's saloon. He and
the other two men who were wounded
surrounded the negro, he said, and he

The sum of $1,048,318.91 of state
funds were on deposit in various
banks of the state at the end of the
fiscal year Nov. 30, 1917, according to
statistics complied by the state treas-

urer.
Fuel Administrator William G. McDonald has Issued an appeal to New
Mexico to observe two "lightloss"
fought his way out. William Brown, days a week as recommended by the
was said to be the national fuel administration to conan
negro.

Plaintiff Gets Judgment for $8,997.
East Las Vegas The jury in the
case of Leandro Archuleta against the
Floershelm
Mercantile Company of
Roy, a suit for $12,000 damages growing out of the big fire which destroyed
the business section of the Mora county city a year ago last May, returned
a verdict in favor of the plaintiff.
Damages allowed amount to $8,997.94.

serve fuel.

The owners of the Iron Bar Group
in the Mogollón district, have started
operations. This Is the furthest work
south on the Queen vein and developments show that the values continue
to this property.
Grover H. Hendershott,
foreman for the Santa Fé
was stabbed in the abdomen
and bruised when members
gang attacked him a short

section
railroad,
and cut
of his
distance

from Belen.

"New Mexico has 300 species of
Rancher Granted a Reprieve.
birds and only one state, California,
Santa Fé. Governor W. E. Lindsey can boast of a larger number, and
has granted a reprieve . to William that only by a few specimens," said
Crosby until June next year to give Aldo Leopold of the New Mexico
him an opportunity to save 1,200 head Game Protective Association at a lecture before the Santa Fé Woman's
of cattle threatened with extermination by the drought. Crosby was sen- Club In the St. Francis auditorium.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell was elected
tenced to the penitentiary from twenmonths for larceny president of the State Speakers' Buty to twenty-fou- r
of meat cattle.
reau, which organized at a meeting
held in the Senate Chamber of the
Governor Urges Red Cross Aid.
Capitol at Santa Fé. B. C. HernanSanta Fé. Governor Lindsey Issued dez, Dr. A. D. Crile and others faan appeal to the people of the state vored the organization of groups of
urging them to take memberships in speakers who would be available for
special drives.
the Red Cross.
W. A. Bayer, now with the state
Neblett Names Federal Court Clerk.
land office and formerly secretary to
Silver City. United States District United States Senator Catron, has
Judge Colin Neblett announced the been appointed chief clerk of the state
appointment of Wyly Parsons of Ros- penitentiary, a position which he held
well to be Federal Court clerk, suc- for many years. He will succeed R.
ceeding Clerk Harry F. Lee, who re- L. Ormsbee and take his new position
tires from the clerkship on Jan. 1.
Jan. 1.
One direct result of the first annual
Historic Block Destroyed by Fire..
tax conference at the State Capitol
Santa Fé. Fire destroyed the great- Is the decision of most of the counties
er portion of the Lamy business block of the stata to accept the raises on
at the northwest corner of the plaza, grazing land made by the State Tax
and one of the adobe landmarks in the Commission for 1917 as the valuations
for 1918.
business section of the Capital city.

THE
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WIN FIR8T, THEN MAKE TERMS,
8AY WORKMEN, IN LONDON

By Rex Beach

LABOR CONFERENCE.

RETURNS DUE BEFORE MARCH

SLAVS

FORM

Wnshlnirton. "Must I pay an Income tax?"
'lliut Is the question that thousands
of Americana are asking. The answer,
In a general way, lies la this statement :
Every unmarried person having a
net Income of $1,000 or more, and every married pertton or head of a family having on Income of $2,000 or more
must file a return. These returns must
be In the hnmls of the collector of Intermit revenue In the district In which
the taxpoyer lives or has his principal
place of business between Junuury 1
and March 1, 1018.
The man who thinks to evade this
tax Is making a serious error. Revenue
officials will be In every county to
check returns. Failure to make a correct return within the time specified
Involves heavy penalties.
"Net Income" means gross Income
less certain deductions provided for by
'the net. The Inw defines Income as
profit, gain, wages, salary, commissions, money or Its equivalent from
commerce,
vocations,
professions,
trade, rents, sales and dealings In property, real and personal, and Interest
from Investments except Interest from
government bonds, or state, municipal
township or county bonds. Incomes
from service as guardian, trustee or
executor; from dividends, pensions,
royalties, or patents, or oil and gas
wells, coal land, etc., are taxable.
Normal Rate Is 2 Per Cent
The normal rate of tax Is 2 per cent
on net Incomes above the amount of
exemptions, which Is $2,000 In the case
of a married person or head of a family and $1,000 In the case of a single
person. A married person or head of
a family Is allowed an additional exemption of $200 for each dependant
child if under eighteen years of age
because
or Incapable of
defective. The taxpayer Is considered
to be the head of a family If he Is
actually supporting one or more persons closely connected with him by
blood relationship or relationship by
niiirrinne. or If his duty to support
such person to based on some moral
ur legal obligation.
Debts ascertained to be worthless
and charged off within the year and
taxes paid except Income taxes and
those assessed agnlnst local benefits
are deductible. These and other points
of the Income tax section of the war
revenue act will be fully explained by
revenue ofllcers who will visit every
county In the United States between
Janunry 2 and March 1 to assist taxpayers In making out their returns.
Officers to Visit Every Locality.
Notice of their arrival In each locality will be given In advance through
the press, banks and post offices. They
will be supplied with Income tax forms
copies of which may be obtained also
from collectors of Internnl revenue.
The bureau of Internal revenue Is
seeking to Impress upon persons subject to the tax the fact that failure to
see this official In no way relieves
them of the duty imposed by law to
(lie their returns within the time speci-

NeinPr Union Nwi Borvlc.
London, Doc. 29. Premlor Lloyd
George, In a letter which he sent to
tho special national labor conference,
declared: "Achievement of the pur
poses for which the allies are fighting
la essential to the future freedom and
peace of mankind." The premier also
asserted that a statement on war aims
could be made only In agreement with
Great Britain's allies. The question
of issuing a fresh Joint declaration, he
added, was being constantly kept in
view by the entente allied governments. The premier's statement Is
regarded as the British reply to the
German peace offer.
The labor conference was convened
here by the parliamentary committee
of the Trades Union Congress and the
executive of the labor party in the
central hall at Westminster to consider a "memorandum on war alms."
A pronounclamento was adopted, with
a virtual unanimous show of hands,
declaring that In continuing the war
labor is actuated by a determination
to make the world safe for democracy
hereafter.
No sympathy was expressed in the
text of the statement with attempts
to convert the war into one of conquest, but It insisted that restitution,
reparation and also certain territorial
readjustments are necessary If the re
newal of armaments and war is to be
Wtittrn

avoided.
London. The establishment of a re
public in White Ttussla has been an
nounced, according to Petrograd ad'
vices. A rada, or legislative body, for
the territory has been assembled at
Minsk, at which place a decree will
be Issued proclaiming the lndepend
ence of the state.

The British
London, Dee. 29.
troops In Palestine have repulced a
Turkish attack north and northwest
of Jerusalem and made an advance ol
f
miles on a
about two and
front of nine miles along the Turkish
right, flcnk says an official communl
cation. The Turks suffered severe
losses In the repulse, which came al
ter the British pickets had been driven
one-hal-

In.

Ilarptr tt Brother

"That would be heaven, but there can
be no sitting down for me."
Garcia, who had been standing In his
"Oh. Tve been napping there In that
:halr, where I could keep on eye on stirrups scanning the long, fiat road
I
fou. I'm terribly selfish I can't bear ahead, spoke sharply: "Caramba
:o lose one minute.
After a while sne Here come those very soldiers nowl
laid : "I've made a discovery. Father Seel"
Far away, but evidently approaching
O'Malley snores dreadfully! Junnito
never heard anything like It, and It at a smart gait, was a body of mounted
frightened him nearly to oeatn. tie men. After one look at them Dave
says the father must be a very fierce cried :
"Into the brush, quick 1" He hurried
man to growl so loudly. He says, too,
that he likes me much better tnan nis bis companions ahead of him, and
when they had gone perhaps a hunmother."
dred yards from the road he took
of
buss
the
Dave
that
to
seemed
It
this awakening and the sweet intimacy Juan's repeater, saying: "Ride In a
of this one moment more rewarded him little way farther and wait I'm going
back. If you hear me shoot, break for
for all he had gone through.
"I've been busy, too," she was say the river. Ride hard and keep under
Before
ing. "I sent Juan to the village to cover as much as possible."
wheeled
had
they
could
remonstrate
he
very
not
nice.
news,
it's
and
learn the
It's eood we stonDed here, lie says Montrosa and was gone.
This was luck, he told himself. Ten
Neuvo Pueblo has been destroyed, and
the federal forces are all moving souin, miles more and they would have been
away from the border. So our troubles safe, for the Rio Grande is Hot a difaren't over yet. We must reach the ficult river either to ford or to swim.
He dismounted and made his way on
river tonight"
foot to a point where he could com"Yes, by all means."
mand a view, but he had barely estab"Juan is going with us as guide."
"Yon arraneed everything while I lished himself when be found Alalre at
snoozed, eh? I'm ashamed of myself." his side.
"Go back," be told her. But she
Alalre nodded, then pretended to
frown darkly. "You ought to be," she would not end so they waited together.
There were perhaps a dozen men In
told him.
"My wife I" He laid his lips against the approaching squad, and Dave saw
that they were heavily accoutred. They
her hair.
They were standing beside the win rode fast too, and at their bead gal
wlde- dow, speechless, oblivious to all except loped a large man under a
evi
soon
became
brlmmed
It
felt
hat
their great love, when Dolores enterea
unito tell them that supper was ready and dent that the soldiers were not
formed. Therefore, Dave reasoned,
that the horses were saddled.
they were not federals, but more prob
ably some rebel scouting band from
CHAPTER XXV.
He rubbed his
the south, and yet
again.
eyes
stared
and
The Dawiv
Dave pressed forward eagerly, In
Juan Garcia proved to be a good
credulously;
the next Instant he had
many
refugees
the
saved
guide, and he
was
miles on their road to the Rio Grande. broken cover with a shout Alalre
and
But every farm and every village was at his side, clapping her hands
excitement.
laughing
with
forced
were
they
first
menace,
at
and
a
The cavalcade halted; the big man
As the
to make numerous detours.
night grew older, however, they rode a tumbled from his saddle and came
stralghter course, urging their horses
to the limit, hoping against hope to
CHAPTER

XXIV

Continued.

reach the border before daylight overtook them. This they might have done
had it not been for Father O'Malley
and Dolores, who were unused to the
saddle and unable to maintain the pace
Juan set for them.
About midnight the party stopped on
the crest of a flinty ridge to give their
horses breath and to estimate their
progress. The night was fine and clear ;
outlined against the sky were the
s
stand
stalks of countless
Ing slim and bare, like the upright
lances of an army at rest; ahead the
road meandered across a mesa, covered with grama grass and black, form
less blots of shrubbery.
Father O'Malley groaned and shift
ed his weight "Juan tells me we'll
never reach Romero by morning, at this
rate," he said ; and Dave was forced to
agree. "I think you and he and Alalre
had better go on and leave Dolores and
me to follow as best we can."
Dolores plaintively seconded this
mggestlon. "I would rather be burned
tt the stake than suffer these agonies,"
ihe confessed. "My bones are broken,
The devil Is In this horse." She began
to weep softly. "Go, señora. Save
yourself I It Is my accursed fat stomach that hinders me. Tell Benito that
I perished breathing his name, and see
to It when he remarries, that he retains
none of my treasures."
Alalre reassured her by saying: "We
won't leave you. Be brave and make
the best of It"
"Yes, grit your teeth and hold on,"
Dave echoed. "We'll manage to make
sotol-plant-

Italian Headquarters in Northern
Italy, Doc. 29. Further reports of the
attempt of Austrian aviators to raid
Trevlso. which resulted bo disastrous
ly for them, emphasize the brilliant
work done by both Italian and Brit
lsh aviators. Although eleven Aus
trian machines were brought down,
only a few Italian airplanes were dam
aged. Five Italian and one British sol
dlers were killed.
Petrorrad. There p.re persistent
rumors here that King Ferdinand of
Rumania has abdicated In favor of
Crown Prince Charles.

Bank President Held for Murder.
Peoria, 111. E. A. Strause, the bank
fied.
nresldent who killed his cashier,
The government Is not required to Berne M. Mead, recently was held
seek the taxpayer. The taxpayer Is
ball on a murder charge by
required to seek the government. Per- without
a coroner's Jury.
of
verdict
they
are
whether
to
sons In doubt ns
to
how
subject to the tax or not or as
U. 8. TAKES OVER RAILROADS.
to make out llielr returns, will rendlly
understand, therefore, that a visit to
this official may mean the avoidance Director McAdoo Drafts Rail Presl
of later difficulties.
dents to Work Out Operating Plans.
The penalty for failure to make the
Washington, Dec- - 29. As the first
return on time Is a fine of not less
step in the government s op
practical
than $20 nor more than $1,000, and
of railroads, which began yes
eration
amount
of
cent
the
50
per
In addition
McAdoo
For making a false terday, Director General
of the tux due.
war board into
or fraudulent return, the pennlty Is drafted the railroad
exthe government service to work out
n fine not to exceed $2,000 or not
or
of unified operation and submit
Imprisonment,
nlans
ceeding one year's
approval. The
both, In the discretion of the court, and them to him for
include Fair
operators"
tax
of
the
"emergency
cent
per
100
In addition
fax Harrison, president of the South
evaded.
em railway; Howard Elliott, New
As to the Farmers.
York. New Haven & Hartford rail
The number of farmers who will pay way; Julius Kruttschnitt,
chairman
estimated
been
not
income tuxes has
Southern Pacific;
committee
executive
Is
It
by the government officials, but
Hale Holden, president Chicago, Bur
certain they will form a large percen-4lington & Qulncy, and Samuel Rea,
assessed
persons
6.000.000
thp
f
president Pennsylvania lines.
who never before have paid an Income
At noon Friday the approximately
tnx. The average farmer does noi
250,000 miles of American railway sysi ...... hooks but if he avails himself of
silently merged into one great
the services of government experts tems
the winning of the
who will be sent to am mm, it win noi continual chain for
many
as the open
by
regarded
the
war,
to
ascertain
lilm
for
he difficult
op
government
epoch
in
new
a
of
Income.
lnr
amount of his net
The farmer Is making out his return eratlon and control of public utilities,
lwluct depreciation In the value passed by without formal ceremony.
,.i
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It somehow."

But progress was far slower than it
should have been, and the elder woman
continued to lag behind, voicing her
distress In groans and lamentations,
The priest, who was made of sterner
stuff, did his best to bear his tortures
cheerfully.

In spite of their efforts the first rosy
herald of dawn discovered them still e
wng way from the river and Just enter
ing a more thickly settled country,
Daylight came swiftly, and Juan finally
gave them warning.
"We can't go on ; the danger Is too
great" he told them. "If the soldiers
are still In Romero, what then?"
"Have you no friends hereabouts
who would take us In?" Dave inquired,
The Mexican shook his head.
Dave considered for a moment "You
must hide here," be told his compan
ions, "while I ride on to Romero and
see what can be done. I suspect
Blanco's troops have left, and In that
case everything will be all right"
"Suppose they haven't?" Alalre Inquired. All night she had been In the
lightest of moods, and had steadily re
fused to take their perils seriously.
Now her smile chased the frown from
her husband's face.
"Well, perhaps I'll have breakfast
with them." he laughed.
"Silly. I won't let you go," she told
him, firmly J and, reading the expres
sion In her fate, he felt a dizzy won
der. "We'll find a nice secluded spot
then well sit down and wait for night
to come. Well pretend we're having a
ilcnlc,"
Oeiorea sighed at the suggestion.
.

-

He Took Her Hand In His and They
Rode on Silently, a Song In the
Heart of Each of Them.

straddling through the high grass, wav
ing his hat and yelling.
"Blaze I You old scoundrel 1" Dave
cried, and seized one of the ranchman's
palms while Alalre shook the other.
"Say! We're right glad to see you- all," Jones exclaimed. "We reckoned
you might be bavin' a sort of unpleasantness with Longorio, so we organized
up and came to get you."
The other horsemen were crowding
close now, and their greetings were
noisy. There were the two Guzman
boys, Benito Gonzales, Phil Strange,
and a number of Jonesvllle's younger
and more adventurous citizens.
In the midst of the tumult Benito Inquired for his wife, and Dave relieved
his anxiety by calling Dolores and Father O'Malley. Then, in answer to
the questions showered upon him, he
swiftly sketched the story of lalre's
rescue and their flight from La Feria.
When he had finished Blaze Jones
drew a deep breath. "We're mighty
glad you got out safe, but you've
kicked the legs from under one of my
pet ambitions. I sure had planned to
nail Longorlo's hide on my born door.
Yes, and you've taken the bread out of
the mouths of the space writers and
sob sisters from here to Hudson's bay.
Mlz Austin, your picture's In every
newspaper In the country, and, believe
me, It's the worst atrocity of the war."
"War 1" Father O'Malley had Joined
the group now, and he asked, "Has war
been declared?"
"Not yet but we've got hopes." To
Alalre Blaze explained: "Ellsworth's
in Washington, wavln' the Stars and
Stripes and slngln'- battle hymns, but I
reckon the government figures that the
original of these newspaper pictures
would be safe anywhere. Well, we've
got our own Ideas in Jonesvllle, so
some of us assembled ourselves and declared war on our own hook. These
gentlemen" Blaze waved his hand
proudly at his neighbors "cotttltute
the Jonesvllle Guards, the finest body
of American men that has Invaded
Mexican soil since me and Dave went
remains.
after Ricardo ' Guzman's
Blamed If I ain't sorry yon sidetracked
our expedition."
. .
-

It was evident from the words of the
others, that the Jonesvllle Guards were
Indeed quite as heedless of International complications as was their commander. One and all were highly Incensed at Longorlo's perfidy, and, had
Alalre suggested such a thing, It was
patent that they would have ridden on
La Feria and exacted a reckoning from
him.
Such proof of friendship affected her
deeply, and it was not tntll they were
all under way back toward Romero
that she felt she bad made her appre-

ciation fully known. When she reflected that these men were some of the
very neighbors whom she had shunned
and slighted, and whose honest Interest
she had so habitually misconstrued all
these years, It seemed very strange
that they should feel the least concern
over her. It gave her a new appreciation of their chivalry and their worth ;
it filled her with a humble desire to
know them better and to strengthen
herself In their regard. Then, too, the
esteem in which they held Dave her
husband gratified her Intensely. It
made no more difference to them than
to her that he was a poor man, a man
without authority or position ; they evidently saw and loved In him the qualities which she saw and loved. And
that was as It should be.
They were gentle and considerate
men, too, as she discovered when they
told her, bit by bit what had happened
during her absence. She learned, much
to her relief, that Ed's funeral had
been held, and that all the distressing
details of the Inquiry had been attended to. Jose Sanchez, It appeared, had
confessed freely. Although her new
friends made plain their Indignation
at the manner of Ed's taking away,
they likewise let her know that they
considered his death only a slight loss,
either to her or to the community. Not
one of them pretended It was anything
except a blessing.
The Journey drew to an end very
quickly. Romero, deserted now by Its
garrison, stirred and stared sleepily at
the Invaders, but concerned Itself with
their presence no more than to wonder
why they laughed and talked so spirit
edly. Plainly, these gringos were a
barbarous race of people, what with
their rushing here and there, and with
their loud, senseless laughter. God had
wisely placed them beyond the Rto
Grande, said the citizens of Romero.
The crossing was made ; Alalre found
herself in Texas once again, and It
seemed to her that the sun bad never
been so bright, the air so clear, the
sky so high, the world so smiling, as
here and now. The men who had rid
den forth to seek her were smiling,
too, and they were shaking her hands
and congratulating her. Even the Guz
man boys, who were shy In the presence of American ladles, were wishing
her the best of fortune and the greatest
of happiness.
Blaze Jones was the last to leave,
With especial emphasis upon her name,
she said: "Mis Austin, Paloma and
me would like to have you come to our
house and stay until you feel like goln'
back to Las Palmas."
When Alalre declined with moistened
eyes, explaining that she could not well
accept his invitation, be signified his
understanding.
"We're goln' to see a lot of you, just
the same," he promised her, " 'cause we
feel as If you sort of belonged to us.
There's a lot of good people In this
part of Texas, and them that ain't so
good, God and the rangers Is slowly
weedin' out We don't always know

the ones we like best until something
happens to 'em, but If you'd heard the
prayers the folks of Jonesvllle have
been snyln' lately you'd know you was
our favorite." Then, with a meaning
twinkle in his eye, he told her, gravely :
"It seems a pity that I ain't younger
'.
I would sure cut
and
short your grief." Then he raised his
hat and rode away, chuckling.
Alalre turned to Dave In dismay.
"H8 knows I" she cried.
"I'm afraid they all know. Bat dont
worry; they'll respect our wishes."
Father O'Malley had ridden on ahead
with Benito and Dolores; Dave and
Alalre followed leisurely. Now that
the moment of their parting was at
hand, they lingered by the way, delaying It as long as possible, feeling a natural constraint at what was In their
bctter-lookln-

minds.
"How long wilt it be?" he asked
her, finally. "How long before I con
really have you for my own?"
Alalre smiled Into his eyes. "Not
long. But you'll be patient, won't you,

dear?"
He too her hand In his and they
rode on silently, a song In the heart of
each of them.
(THE END.)

The Geologists' Clock.
The fossil shells of the early iner
tebrates are always of great Importance to geologists, for they indicate
the period In which the rock beds that
contain them were formed In other
words, the age of the rock. Every
fossilllferous rock bed contains characteristic forms, or groups of forms,
that determine the period in which It
was mud or sand. The economic Importance of geology has been repeatedly shown. In the earlier exploitation
of anthracite coal, thousands of dollars were wasted searching for coal
beds In New York until the geologist
of the state showed that the beds In
that state could not contain coaL
since the fossils showed that they be
longed to the Devonian age, whereas
the Pennsylvanlan anthracite coal
beds are of the Carboniferous age, a
much later period. That discovery
stopped the useless expenditure. The
study of the animal and plant remains
that are embedded In the rocks has
thus become an Important part of geology, and although the specialists engaged In the study are few, their work
Is of the highest Importance.
How Houses Explode.
The most remarkable phenomenon
connected with tornadoes Is the explosion of bouses, which literally
burst, scattering their fragments In all
directions.
Sometimes substantial
dwellings are carried high Into the air
and then explode.
It Is now under
stood that this Is due to the fact that
the "funnel cloud" (revolving at a rate
of at least 600 miles an hour) has a
vacuum Inside.
Thus It sucks up"
everything In Its path, even emptying
wells. It sucks all the air from around
a house over which It passes, and the
house (a vacuum being thus created
outside of It) promptly explodes, owing to the pressure of the air, at SO
pounds to the square Inch, from within. The house, In a word, Is transformed Into a bomb.

Just 8o.
"You are constantly surrounded by
Jesters, sir."
"Yes, always got my wits about me,"
responded the king, who was something of the sort himself.

THIS SEAL HAD CURIOSITY
Mammal Got Into Trouble Through Its new quarters, and made strenuous
Nosing Around Too Promiscuous- efforts to escape, but was kept a prisly Among Strangers.
oner until the Ashing ceased, and then
Seals are very plentiful among the
Orkneys, and are sometimes caught
when asleep on the skerries. They are
attracted' by musical sounds, and at
one time a considerable number were
said to make their appearance In the
bay of Hoy when the bell of the parish
church close by was rung.
Seals are usually much on, their
guard against the approach of men,
but when unmolested frequently come
close to boats or people ashore. An
Instance of this occurred recently off
Skralll bay, In Sandwick, where some
yawls were at haddock fishing, a writer

in the Edinburgh Scotsman says.
A seal made Its appearance, and
showed great curiosity as to what was
going on. It swam repeatedly between
two boats a short distance apart and
ultimately devoted Its attention to one
of them, diving under the boat and
coming up first on one side and then
on the other. At last It made a spring
at a fish which was being hauled out
of the water on a hand line. It failed
to get a proper hold, but the fish was
thrown back to afford another chance,
which the seal quickly seized. It kept
so near that eventually one of the fishermen got hold of Its tall and by the
assistance of another It was taken Into
the boat
It was a young one, about three feet
la length. It did not seem to appreciate

taken ashore.

Subsequently the seal

was restored to Its native element
which It seemed to appreciate all the
more after Its detention.

Crdeal In Early Days.
ordeal goes back to earand in the Book of NumIs a case recorded of a
Hebrew woman having been required
to submit to a test Among the Hindus the ordeal has been practiced by
fire, by water, by poison or drinking
water In which deities had been
washed, by chewing rice, by hot OIL
Iron, and by drawing two
by red-himages out of a Jar. Livingstone described the practice as being common
among all negro races north of the
Zambesi, the natives having the great
est faith in its efficacy. And it has not
always failed, or the trepidation of
the criminal before the dreaded ordeal
has frequently betrayed him.
Trial by
Trial by
liest days,
bers there

On Floor of the Ocean.
Is believed that to an enormous
extent the bed of the ocean la covered
with lava and pumice stone. Still more
remarkable Is It to find the floor of
the ocean covered In many parts with
the dust of meteorites. These bodies
whirl about In the heavens like miniature comets, and are for the most part
broken Into Innumerable fragment, w

It

has purchased a
grown
broom corn and
lot of home
has attached his Jitney to the
seeding machine and prepared it
for manufacture. Rev. Howell Mrs.Ollie
Williams spent sever-day- s
has put in with him 'and they
this
week at her home, the
will make the Hayes brand of
Hill Crest Ranch,
brooms this winter. They have
stock enough for a full winters Miss May McMillan was guest at
the De Weese home Thursday
work.
and Friday of this week,
The Fairview Pharmacy has
rigged up a '"Muley" Fountain Mrs. Alfred Cress has been on
and is serving its Patrons with the sick list but is able to out
several of their favorite brands again,
of Temperance Drinks, Root Beer
Mrs. Mc Kinney has returned
Coca Cola and some others, At home having spent the holiday
the new Store, Floershiem Block
Roy.
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This nation, under God, shall
hive new birth of freedom,
and that government of tilt
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the earth. Lincoln.
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Defiíkes, 1'iesident
Miss i.n.MAN Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Itoy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
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If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
pot.

Mrs. Loyd and Mrs.Hyatt were
rustling for the Red Cross benefit Saturday.

El Dorado Hotel

BLESS HER!
o

.v

v.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Chateau,
Priest in charge,

John A. Dlx.

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietcr.

The dance given on New Years
Eve for the benefit of the Red
Cross was a success. '

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Edmond are
relaxing from School duties this
week and are enjoying the holidays together.

this the right place.
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of the most difficult problems
In building n modern battleship I to
Kccure satisfactory ventilation, says
the Minneapolis Journal. A ship Is
Much a complicated thing, made up of
many steel boxes, Inrge nnd small, for
the accommodation of oflicers, men,
coal, ammunition and stores; dotted
here and there with so many steel
nutomatic lifts, steel bulkheads,
axhA wutcrtlKbt doors, varied here and
there by miles of electric wires belonging to lights, telephones, bells and
motors, to say nothing of the endless
mileage of pipes for flooding, draining, pumping, fresh water, fresh air
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Little is known even In the metropolis, about this curious Jungle farm,
yet it ewers about fifty acres, and
haj been in exjnce for some time.
!i llW ihidmiTly become a veritable
cleaiiiig house for foodstuffs for more
than 5.000 captive beasts, birds, and
reptiles hailing from all parts of the
orld, who now live as one nappy
family in the fine JSew lorK zoologi
cal park.
Until tho establishment of the farm,
the provision of a bountiful nnd vanea
menu which would satisfy uie resients of the zoo and keep them in gootti.
health the year round, was a iuom.
dllllcult matter, particularly in winter;
hut the products of the farm nave
Not
solved this problem perfectly.
only do these Include corn, carrots,
beets, cabbages, turnips, potatoes, and
delight the ap
otlrr good things thatamong
the juugie
petite of vegetarians
folks, but the needs of the carnivorous
beasts ure also looked after. For this
purpose, the farm coutalns several Dig
breeding nouses in which are
arjro quantities of chlclcons, rai.mw,
wh te mice. Biccons.
....i.,.,
ni,
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Oar New Sismal Be
Sure to Read It

Wm. G.
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Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
N. G.
Grace W. Gibbs
Grace V. Ogden Secy.
Visi'iÍBg

Sisters welcome

Soon Over life Cold

J. B. LUSK

Roy Cafe, Meals.

Attorney
Are Your Bowels Clogged
The bowels are the sewerage system
of the body. You can well iiuajjine the.
result when they are stopped up as is
the case in constipation, As purgative
you will find Chamberlains Tablets excellent. They are mild and gentle .in
their act ior. They also improve the
digestion.
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ttt His error does me n Injury, nnd
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all men bv force of argument to me
If a fact be inlsstnteil, it

at Law
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to me
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MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Col F. O. WHITE

His address is MILLS N. "
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
Roy.
n
Office.
'
New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared.
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands. (
.
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REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPART. M ENT
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he is gratified by n belief
! have no right to deprive
of t
If he wants
him of the gratification.
infonhntlon, he will nsk it, anil then 1
Name.
Origin of Collie's
will give it in measured terms; but if
The collie's name appears to be he still believes his own story, nnd
shrouded in mystery; but there seems shows a desire to dispute the fact with
to be a fairly reasonable foundation mo, I hear him nnd say nothing.
I'
for supposing that it Is from "coll" is his affair, not mine, If he prefer?
or "collar," on account of the broad error. Thomas Jefferson.
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HOMESTEAD LODGE 48
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Good road.
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Interesting right from
the beginningjngenious,
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and with
plenty of exciting moments. It ts one of tho
best pieces of fiction
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wwd sawed in stove
lengths ready now. As Rood as
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coal and cheaper.
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The Pilot's Heart.
"Tho romance of the air," writes n
aviator of some experience, "is a different thins from mascots and super
stitions. It is not bound up m me
It is something deep down
in its own grim and callous seir. uuw
who know it best acknowledge it least
And the pilots themselves -- ito uiej
of a "lucky" or un
ipe-uDibit? Never, iney bpcujw
nod pilot or a uuu une. x
time a man is ioiu ne

hard
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M.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11a. rn. 8,00 PM.
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Communion service at the morning service.
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necAties. Two hours
later thi3 same individual is plain JohnMSmith.

forms this character
would be hard to imagine or a better story than
that in which ha appears

at Liberty,

M

Secory) Sunday in each montn.
Services 11 A. M.. 7.30, P. M.

easy-goin- g

Pftpwlthe

P.

11

Mosquero,

Tw

sea-Uo-

for the exclusivo

R. L.

A. M.

11

7.00

Bradley,

4th Sundays

2nd

familiarly Known as
"Monty boy." young,

Bay who

Hictorie Pennant Sold.
An interesting relic wuj sold In
jlasgow the other day. k was the
old jellow silk pennant oí the Eurl.'J
of Marchui'Mit, on which aa' the St.
Andrew's ctwss, tlie lion rampant, and
other heral'iie devices. Th pennant
Is In a fragllfe condition and thought
to date bacfc to the fourteenth, or fifteenth ceutary. It is satisfactory to
know that ttds interesting nslle of an
earlier day was purchased Sy a Scotsman, and therefore will BKinaia Ja
Scotland.

Mosquero,

YOUR

Smith

ilter

j'VTld animals.

at

Bradley,

J. Montague

1

use

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

sea-lion-

.

a m and 7:30 p m
W. C. Heaton, Pastor .
11

PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

WE ADD

has gime ti a circus
s
"stunts"
renmrkahlu
what
knows'
C'.-can't
cita- perform- - huiauu
do soiut!' of them. ' These fe, o course,
Thursday afternoon
bis ball on
the trlcüj of balancing'
"
other business n:att3rs were iis- - their
snouts and tossing it froia one to
or
posed of the Rsd Cross work was another 1 that way, TUe
,.
i Ttr
i,pStrii is ivot iinrticulariv. IUUmIcuI. but
.j, j,;,.!,-- -.
0Víih of
my crio.
nu
nuliuate can create an. awful dm
I
j by ,UPUU3
oi il((nis, druais and bells.
Liberty School.' L.A. Canon,
Chapter er frora head quarters The more elever of them aa wuiK up
a baton on
Washington.
After the Easi- a ladder and down, with' soil
ACRES in
over or
snout; while others
their
served
ness session the hostess
dive when there is a tank. Each train- The next er tries new tricks with hi lions, niak- Only Ranch n world where Crop3 dainty refreshments,
Are Produced for Exclusive Use
the hocie Jng sure ut first that he caá do aa tho
meeting will be held
of Wild Animals.
roost common oiiuo.
e tit
m
ott ua;

o,,:;.,

11

3d Sunday,

Sea-Lio- n

W""

at Roy Christian
am and 7:30pm
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
3rd Sunday
Church

.

Any

The Ladies Aid was entertained at the home of Mrs. Mc

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

FAMILY DO SO, TOO.

T--

That "Ü. Whizz" of the Springer Stockman is some jollier, He
should know that the modern
way of catching birds is not
at
with chaff nor the use of salt externally. However we accept
On a largo tmct of ground on the ed are cordially invited.
his effulgent flattery as coming outskirts
of New York city there Is
to the Masonic bunch from Roy the only farm in the world where

indiscriminately.

MEMBERCF

j

sends us a check for
He
anothcrs years of the
it the only cjngh remedy on the marformely lived at Colmnr ar.d is
ket, us I have tried nearly all kinds."
one of the friends we value Eari C. Kof, PublUlier, Hiwiltcn
i
New.-- , Syracu?e,Kat.
especially as a frend in need ar.d unty
one who came to us because
200 cushel car CORN for
and
he was
u. I
ei rr IJCl . I..US1ÍC1
Sde, v3i.u
appreciated us.
hit
right-minde-

JOIN YOURSELF

"

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

1st Sundsv

$50.00 OR 250.00

"
day meeting. Services begining FOR SALe:- - Two dozen White
well bred,!
hen.:
at 10 A. M. Sermon by Dr. Wandotte
r
ft
l. OA
eacn,
enquire
ot
hi
Bright Dist. Supt. at 11 O.clock
their different preparatiarn. At h s Basket dinner. Sejmon at 2 P.M.
sugíjestú n I take pleasure in express
Good Meals and Beds
injfVy estimation of Chamberlain'
The Sunday School Convention
Roy Cafe.
Couch FUmedy. I have a family of held at School of dist. 5Í) last
six children m.d have used this reme- - Sunday was well attended and a
dy in my hone for yean. I conaidtrj
nrnm,m rpnrlerorl
Performera.

consolation by comparison with
some other papers we see.

Methodist Episcopal Church

CHRISTMAS BANKING CLliB IS FOR EVERYONE,
GIRLS AND WOMEN, MEN AND BOYS, THE CHILDREN
AND THE BABY.
.
YOU CAN START WITH 10 CENTS, 5 CENTS, 2 CENTS,
OR 1 CENT AND INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT THE SAME
AMOUNT EACH WEEK.
IN 50 WEEKS
10 CENT CLUB PAYS
$127.50
CS.75
6 CENT CLUB PAYS
15 BO
2 CENT CLUB PAYS
12.75
1 CENT CLUB PAYS
YOU CAN BEGIN WITH THE LARGEST PAYMENT
fÍRST AND DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK.
WE ALSO HAVE CLUBS WHERE YOU PAY IN B0 CENTS
$1.00 OR $5.000 WEEKLY AND IN 50 WEEKS HAVE $25.00,

A Happy New Year To All!
The year of 1917 has been a
WANTED:-- - To trade, a few bad year in the world's history
good, freshening milk cows, for This great worlds confusion has
caused much worry and unrest
calves.
aside
from the terrible suffering
L M. Wagner,
May the new year
humanity.
of
bring a lasting peace formed on
FOR SALE Four good Milk Cows
all giving milk, one fresh. They are truth and justice.
Will find

1

LOUR

d

s

ZS

WJt.r

The watch party given at the
church New Years eve was
by all present.

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

vury--4

V4.V

nave

Yóur

Christian Churcn.

presence is necessary.

with her childern at

HERE'S

Church Directory

I

She joined

MOSQUERO

lUUlSTBIWU AC1CSTÍ7. Wit.

EDITOR ANI

3ÜE

L. Hayes

A4

M.4

Different Methods.
Many Women, set a red nostf from
shedding too many tears over a man
who j;ot a red nose froti taking too
"íiuíles." I'jfB Llíü.

-

Supposing
You Killed
a Man

N0TIC1Í FOK PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land

at

Office

Clayton,
N. M.
Dec. 27 1917
Notice Is hereby given that
Podro A. Arguello of Albart New Mex.
who on August, 9 th 1911
made HE. Nos. 013(153
forSWi-NEi.NWJ-SE-

l,

SEJ-Nw-

or thought you had,

would you stay to face
the consequences or
flee as did J. Montague
Smith? From the moment
the struggle for liberty
begins he Is an entirely
different character, resourceful, possessed of
all the savage Joy of the

J,

It

andNEJ-SW- l,

Section 4 Township 23N Range 2E,
N M P Meridian has liled notice of intention to nmko five year proof, to

establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster U. S.
Commissioner, at hi office at Roy
1918.
N M on the 8th day of Feb.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Alejandro Gonzales
and S.E.Paxton
of, Roy, N. Mex, Jo.ia I.

Afusilo

cave-man-

THE UNIVERSAL CA

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
I

Eat at the Roy Cafe.
NOTICE

I

FOB PUBLICATION.

NOTICE FUR publication
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fu New Mexico

the title o'f the story
written around the adventures and experiences of Smith, It is the
new serial about to appeal1 in this paper and
you will find it one of the
most interesting stories
you have read in a long

Dec. 24. 1917

7 1914

made HE No. 0221C8
l,
for
NEJ NWi.of Section 24
Township 21 N. Range 24E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H.. Foster U S Commissioner
.at Roy N. M. on Feb.' 9 191.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. W.Daniels
Alvin Luek
C. D. Horn
G.C. Till
NJ-Sw-

WJ-NE- i:

All of Mills N. M,

DELGADO
Register

FRANCISCO
2- -2

time.

first
Installment

I

Claimant names as witnesses:
WHEREAS, intlieabovo entitled Fr nk Schultz Stanitlaus ItychlewskI
cause and Court, judgement was duly
Anton Kvvi ciej
Thomas Zablockl
rendered on the 11th day of April, 19.7
All of Key New Mexico
in favor of plaintiff, and against vne
PAZ VALVERDE,
defendants, for the sum of two hundred
Register.
eighty-si- x
dollars and twenty cents
with
the cosu ol
($26.20), together
aid action, and wilh interest from
JACK P. MILLS
aid date at the rate of seven pur cent
per annum until paid;
And
U. S. Ci mm.'ssicner
by said judg.
WHEREAS,
Fillings, Proofs md. all
ment said amount wa declared to be t
land matters.
lien in favor of p aintifN upon all and
Also Surveys and Plats.
.ingular the following described Jane
and real estate, situate, lying and be
Prompt Attention
ing in the County of Mora and Stute f O.Tice

Cars Housed and Cared for
At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work e5llne

!

s-?-

Davenport Bro's.proprictora

ROY,

New Mex.

Soon
NOTICE Foa PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Nov. 24 1917.
Notice is hereby given that

lejantrs

Mcntoya of Mill

vcw Mexico,

New Mex,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Section ISTwn, 21N. Rng. 25E. N.M.
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenNov. 24, 1917
Hiiee Year Proof,
tion to make
Notice is hereby given that Claude
claim
to the land abovi
to
establish
Ii Hoskins of Roy, New Mexico who
Foi-teIT
on Dec. I'C 1914 made UK. No. 01Ü074 described before F II
N
Roy,
hÍ3
office
at
at
Rn'g27E
NM.
for NEi Sec 2S Tvvp 20 N
P Merinian, has filed notice of intention M on Jan 19 M'i
Claimant names as witnesses:
to estab
to make three year final
Maria. MaestaS- Jose C Maestas
Jcse
land
to
described
above
lish claim
the
before E II Foster, U S com, at Roy Hilario Trujillo Alejr.idro Hernandez
N M on the 16th day of Jan. 1913
All of Mills, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE, 'Register.
it W. Boulware
A. S. Hoskins
C. 0. Hoskins
M. M. Fairis

quarter of section
in tswnh!p twenty north J
range twenty-seve- n
east, N. M P. M.
md upon all the right, tit'e aad inter
est of the said defendants therein and
!
threto, and the undorsigneJ was by
said judgment du'y appointed as special
Piaster to sell the mid premises in ac
cordance with law and the piactice ol
said court, to satisfy the lion aforesaid.
NOW,. THEREFORE, notice is
hereby given that on the 7th day of
lanuary, )S, at the hour of ten
j'clock A. M., at the door of the
On account of Sickness, I will court house in the Town of Mora, Mora
offer at Public Sale on the prem- County, New Mexico, I will offer for
ises, 11 mileá Northeast of Mills lale and sell to the highest bidder for
Newly Built and Equipped
15 miles North, 2 East of Roy N. cash, all and singular the said land anil
real estate hereinbefore described,
Nice, Clean, New Rooms and M., on
together with all the right, tit'e and
interest of the said defendants therein
Good Nursing.
or thereto.
At 10 o'clock, A. M.
Care for both Medical and SurCHARLES I. STRONG
gical Cases.
special Master.
MY FARM OF 320 ACRES
New
Mora,
Latetl
Mexico,
at
Twp.
2,
Section
South Half
We also have new COTTAGES 22N. Range
N.M.P.M. :liis first day of December, 1917.
The southeast

Land

All of Roy Now Mexico

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,

PAZ VALVERDE,
Itcgister

1-

Department of the Interior
Clayton
U. S. Land Office at

N M

Nov. 21 1917

Notice is hereby given that John
T. Stanfill of Solano N. M. who on
Juné 1, 1015, made H. E No 02020:.'
Sec7 and
for NEI:
NEJ-NSection, IS Township 18 N
Range 27E N. M. P. M, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
before FHFoiter, u S C imisimer at
office at Roy N. M., on the 19th day
of Jan 1913
Claimant names as witnesses:
SEJ-Nw-

j,

EJ-SE- L

Mon. Jan. 14, '18

26E.
Located in Palouse Valley,
one of the Best Agricultural
Sections on the Mesa

with

SLEEPING POUCHES,
Separate from the Main Building
Tubercular Patients.

d,

Cash, Balance Three equal Yearly Payments at 8 percent interest.

Cams Plumlee, M.D.
Proprietor and Head Physician.

3

Auct.

,

Perfumes and Toilet Arieles

5

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

im

5

CASH

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ta

Office and Exchange,

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

O

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient Service- Roy City Exchange,
nected.
.

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

N. Mex.

ROY,

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the'Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
'
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
December

December 18. 1917
Notice is hereby given that Fred M.
Deitz of Mosquero, Union county, New
Mexico, who, on December 19, 1914,
made Homestead Entry, No. 019043,
for the NWU Section 35, Twp. 19N.,
Range 28E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
18th day of February, 1918.

18, 1917

Notice is hereby given that Grove!
C. Hamilton, of Mosquero, Union county, New Mexico, who, on Septembei
16, 1914, made Homestead Entry, Ser.
No. 018488, for the SWi, Sec. II,
Twp. 19N Rng. 28E., N. M? P. M.,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his office at Roy, N. M., on the
12th day of February, 1918.

Claimant names as t witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Grover C. Hamilton, Robert F.
Fred M. Deitz, Robert F. Moore, and
Mosquero,
of
Moore, and Ralph Hazen
Ralph Hazen all of Mosquero, Union
Union County, N. M.; and Tony J. county, N. M., and Tony J. Heimann,
Heimann of Albert, Union county, New of Albert, Union county, N. M.
Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.'
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
First UutMTiarinc Cable.
The first submarine cable was one

Prefer Irregular Lines.
The straight line Is an abomination (o the Chinese. .They endeavor
to avoid it In their streets and. buildings, and have banished It completely
where country field paths are conThey will always substitute
cerned.
a curve wherever possible or they
v
torture It wkth a zigzag. To the
Chinese mind the straight lino is suggestive of death and demons.

(hat made communication possible
tween .Calais mid HouloRiie, on one
side of the English Channel, and DoTills experiment
ver, on the oilier.
ted uiion by the London il
lustrated News in Its Issue for August
be-

18, 1849.

Great Burma Rice Crop.

r.urnia Is the world's largest pre--:
dneer of rice and, though less than a
tenth of the crop is exported, eveu
then her exports constitute more than
half the rice which comes luto lntfr- national trade. The Pnrnia rice crop
.nilUon toti.va
overages twenty-eigh- t
year, and upwards of two and one-hamillion to'is aro exported.
lf

i

j
;

NOTICE l'cri PUBLICATION
department of the Interior, V. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Meieo,
D c. :,, 19 7

Notice is herein given that Charl iv
I5u.rk-.o- f
Del Taven New Mexico who on
Uec. 17,
made, H. E. No. 01SW4
V.
f r SWj Sec. 22 n
Sec. 7Tvp22N. Km; 29E. N. M. P.
Meridian
has filed notice of intention to ir.ake final thee year ;roof,
to eKtabliáh claim to the land i:b vc deFjstei
scribed,
before
F. 11.'
U S Com,
at Kov X. TiLx. on th(
12th day ul Feb. 191.
Claimant naiñes as witnesses:
E. L. Frazrr
Lyle Ha.e i
Emclio Gorz des
A.T.Carter
191-1-

Public Land Sale
Mora County

Donald's Idea.
Having... been taken through the
steerage on an ocead voyage, nnd
knowing there were several "classes"
on a ship, Donald, in his first conversation with the new English cook, asked
"Did ymi come over storage V
,

Office of the Commissioner of Public
Landi,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that,
provi-ion- s
ot an act of
Congress, approved June 20th, 1910,
'aws of the State of New Mexico and
uid the rules and regulations of tbj
Stute Land Office, the Commissioner
)f Public l ands
folVer at p;;plu; sale
o the biuheat hinder, at 2 o'locli, P.M.
on Wednesday, FeV-uar27t!i. 19:8 in
the town of Mora, County (if Mora and
Statrf of New Mevico, in front
th
:ourt house therein, the following do
reibed tra.ils f land viz

pursuant to the

sale No. 3!t - Ail of Sw 3í, Township
,
'", No th, llanto Z'
Ct ntnining
st
In
prvemcr.N
of
?vc,
-

co-.si-

'onc'.n;r,

value

$J0().(-0-

.

Sale No. 945 - Ni. SE'. NJ SWi. SEJ
SWi. Sec. üi: T. 20 N , R 2Ui . con
taining O 0 acrts. In proven cnts con-;t of fcnctr.f, value $:6J ;"0.
si

sale No. !.'G
'i)N., 11. &;e.
in!'ove.!:i't;ts
55;

.
Kec. 10, T.
containing M acn S.
enn-- ! of fencing, va'ue

í'v.l-?v-

--

,
;

'.00.

a;oe

d sn'.le l tract3
No bi.l in the
f 'and wi I 12 .iccepicd for lo-- s than
10.00 per ftcre, which is the appraised
a'uf thereof and in aclt.iuon ihereeo

All of L'e Haven New Mexico.

he successful tedder must pay fcr the
nipiovements.
Each of the above desc:iled tracts
11 be offered
for sa'c separately.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The alivo sale of landi wilr"be subject to the fol lowing terms and cendi-ion- s,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lanr
viz: the suecess'ul ihler must
Office Santa KeNew Mexico.
jay to the Commissioner of Public
Dec. 4, 1917
Lands, or his atrent holding such sale,
NOTICE is hereby given that Clan
of the pricá offered by
vlillerof Buxton New Mexico, Whooi him for thfl land, four percent interest
July 17 1913. made 11. K. No. 019337 fot in advance for the balance of such
i,
NEJNWJ and NWJ SVVi purchase pric ', the fees for advertising
Section 10 Twp 1PN. Rng. 24E N.M.P. and appraisement and alíeosla incident
Meridian, has filed notice of intcntiot al to the sale herein and each and all
to nake Three Year Proof, to estab of said amounts must be deposited in
lish claim to the land above describee cash or certified exchange at the time
before Anselmo Gonzales U. S. Com. of sa'e and which said amounts and all
)f them aresuoject to forfeiture to the
at Trujillo N. M. on Jan. 171918.
Slate of New Mexico if the successful
Claimant names as witnesses:
bidder does not execute a contract
V. Quintana
1' Quintana
A'itbin thirty da.vs after it 1' s been
M,
Howe
E.
B.
Cropp
J.
mai ed to him by the State Laid Office
New
All of Trementina
Mexico.
al contract to provide that the purFRANCISCO DELGADO
chaser may at bis option make pay
ments of not less than oce thirtieth of
12
Ilegister.
ninety fivtf per ceat of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and"
prior to the expiration of fhii t.v years
from the date of the contract and to
I can loan you money on youi provide for the payment of any unpaid ,
final receipt as easy as on youi balance at the expiration of thirty
patent or warranty deed anc vears from the date of the contract
your mortgage need not bear bui with interest on deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per annum
Come in anc payable in advance on
o percent interest.
the anniversary
let us talk to you about youi of the date of the contract, partial pay
loan.
ments to be credited on ths anniversary
J. E. VVildman, Loan and In- if the date of the contract next followsurance Agency. Office at resi- ing date of tender.
The above sale of land will be sub- - '
dence north end Chicosa St,
ject to valid existing rights, easements.
Rov, N. M.
rights of way and reservations.
The Commissioner otPub íc Landi or
bis agent holding such sale reserves
C.N. ROARK
the right to reject any and all bids
Choice Ranches and Farms offered at said sale.
for Sale near Roy. Let us Possession under contracts of sale
for the above described tracts will be
Show them to yon.
given on or before October 1st, 1918.
'
1
i
..
I I . ; c: I (í
.
witness my hand and the official seal
of the Sthte Land Office, of the State
N.M.
Roy,.
of New Mexico, this Twenty-thir- d
day
TAZ VALVERDE

1

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

i

LONG-DISTANCI-

tion, lljlance good Grass, Every
Three Miles
acre Plow-lancf Fence, L'ugout house.
Tcrms:-$1000.O-

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Nov. 28 1917
Notice is hereby given that David C
Field of David N. M. who on May 18
1910 made Desert Land Entry No.
Sec 17 Twp 18N
O.A SALE, B.S. M D., Ass't Surgeon 011373 for NJ-SERMA HALL, Superintendent
Rng 30E N.M. P.M. has filed notice of
intention to make proof under the Act
the manner required of homeTHE PLUMLEE HOSPITAL
men to establish claim to
entry
stead
PLUMLEE,
CARUS
described,
before
the land above
Chief Surgeon
Register & Receiver U. S, Land
Office Clayton N. M. on the lsth da
Eyes Tested and Glasses of
Jan. 191H
Correctly Fitted,
claimant names as witnesses:
A. C. Smith
Charles P. Field
We Guarantee Optical Work to
R. Guinn
Pierce Field
J.
Give Perfect Satisfaction.
All of David N Mex
PAZ VALVERDE.
All work of this kind, is strictly
Register.

Connects with

Soil, Dark. Surely Loam, Sligntlj
Rolling, 75 acres under Cultiva-

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

12-- 8

.

Those wan-tinCottage rooms
should engage theai in advance
as these Cottages are occupied as
fast as ve,can build and equip
them.

Nov. 21. 1917
O.A. SAt.E.B S. M.D. Ass't Physician
Notice i:s hereby given that
John MeCrystel Jr. of Roy New Mex. KKMA HALL, Superintt ndent.
'Col. F. O. White,
who, on June, 21 1913 made II E No.
OlGjyO for SL'i and SWJ
Section If.
25K.
20N.
Kange
Township,
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
The Roy Drug Store
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described before F H
Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
New Mexico on Jan. 18 1918
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Claimant names as witnesses:
Patent Medicines
Harry Lohstroah
Add Harrison
Perodicals and Stationery
Tony Kweicien
John MeCrystel
All of Roy N M

NOTICE FOK RE PL'BLICA

W. L. Kel'y
Beckman
Mark Woods
C. M. Thompson
Ail of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

John

Stfte of New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

HOSPITAL
At public Auction
ROY,
New Mex.

JOHN SMITH,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Stomach Trouble
If you h ve trouVe with y ui stotn-a- c
t you shou'd try fh-mrlain's Tablet". So many hive been rest' red to
health by Ihe use of (hese tableta and
their cost is so little, 25 co ts, that it
is worth while to give them a trial.

Sale

f

.

at Solano, New Nexlcx

to-w-

four,

The Plumlee

who on July 2llrd 1913 made H. E. No.
Sec 17 and Ej-SE- J
015729 foi Wi-SW- i;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

t

Is

Notice is hereby given that Ira Earl
Mills Nev Mexico
of.
who
on

Not.

I

and LIVERY

before the

Jñe Real
Jian

!

oy G arag e

Mex.

.

SJ-S-

i:

E
i

deed that changed his
whole career he was
Just a smug, satlsfied-with-lif- e
banK. cashier.

and
N.

Sebenano Manez, of Pasamonte

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL MSTRICT
OF THE STATK OP NI.W MEXICO, Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
SITTING IN AND FOR THE COUNDec. 5, 1917
TY OF MOKA.
Notice Is hereby given that
Andrzej Kempa of Roy N. M. who
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
on Feb. 14. 1913 made II. E. No 014772
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wircumaiantiai evidence.
"I sny, Dick, what mukes you so
suspicious about your girl's letting other fellows court her?"
"I put It to you, IWU, wouldn't It
mnke you suspicious If your girl's parrot kept saying all the time you were
sitting with her, 'Oh, don't, Charley?'"
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Harsh Cynicism.
"Marriage is a lottery," said the

Nothing New.
phil"The papers sny that women are
to be used as carriers for the mails."
osopher.
"Well, why shouldn't they carry the
"In that rase," commented the poor
misanthrope, "the
laws malls? Haven't they long beeu transre not enforced as they ought to be." porting them?"
A

g

Cold Came Headache and Grip
LAIAT1VH BROMO QUIN1NB remore, the arma.
There te only one "Bromo yulnlne." H. W. ttttOVH S
Ignator 1 on box. KM.

Don't be misled. Ask for Red Croa
Bag Illue. Make beautiful white clothe
At all good grocer. Adv.

Best WaV.
No Proofs.
"How objects do pass from eye to
"The sense of public honesty Is groweye."
ing every day."
"Yes; I suppose they do It on the
"Can't notice that contributions to
the conscience fund are getting Into bridge of the nose."
the million class."
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER

Tnke things as they come, but reHas been used for nil ailments thai
member there are some things it will
are caused by a disordered stomach
pay you to go after.
and Inactive liver, such as sick headCOLIC IN HORSES
ache, constipation, sour stomach,
Keep
PROMPT
demand
attention.
nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
on or two bottles oí
Dr. David Bobarta
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
8? gases In the stomach. August Flower
Id your medicine cbst tilth time. Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
H relieves In the shortest possible
.time. Kea4 the Practical Horn
both In stomach and Intestines, cleans
t
tBrinitrisvii BenarorireeDouK-IntoABORTION IN COWS, lí DO and sweetens the stomach and alimendealer In Tour town, writ
Or. Dutf Robtrti' Ul Co,, 100 Sria. Avhm, Wwtesht, Wit. tary canal, stimulates the liver to secrete the bile and Impurities from the
blood. Sold In all civilized countries.
80 and 90 cent bottles. Adv.

Colic Drench

n

Cuticura Heals
Skin Troubles
23c
19

Ointment 25 and 50c.

9

Not Possible.
"The architect spoiled that new police court."
"Couldn't be spoiled. A 'police court
Is, of necessity, a Une building."

LYDIA E. PINKHA MS

No belligerent country to be required to pay contributions and
private persons to be compensated for losses from special
fund contributed by all belligerents on a proportional bnsls.
Return of colonial territories
forcibly seized during the war.

Petrograd. The Central powers,
Count Czernln, the
foreign minister, told the peace conference at
Christmas
solemnly declare their resolve Immediately to sign terms which will terminate the war on conditions equally
Just to all belligerents. The Central
powers also favor a general peace
without forcible annexations and indemnities. They could not bind themselves to such terms without a guarantee that Russia's allies would recognise them and carry them out honestly toward the Central powers.
Count Czernln declared that thu
Central powers believed the basic
principles uttered by the Russian delegates could be the basU of such a
peace. He said they shared Russia's
condemnation of a continuation of the
war for the sake of conquest
It Is necessary to indicate most
clearly, however, the count added, that
the Russian proposals could be realized only in the event that all belligerents obligated themselves to adhere to the terms of such a peace.
foreign minThe
ister declared that the Central powers did not intend forcibly to annex
territories seized during the war, nor
to deprive nations of political independence lost in the war.
The question of the subjection ot
nationalises who have not political Independence to another country cannot
be solved Internationally and must be
met by each government and its people In the manner established by the
constitution of that government. The
protection of the right of minorities
is an essential part of the right of peoples to
In the event of a mutual refusal to
meet war expenditures and pay damages caused by the war, Count Czernln continued, each belligerent shall
bear only, the expense of its subjects
made prisoners and damages caused
to property of civilian subjects by deliberate violations of international
law on the part of the adversary. The
creation of a special fund for this pur
pose, as suggested by Russia, could ba
discussed only in event that the other
belligerents join In the peace negotiations within a certain time.
The chairman of the Russian delegation expressed gratification at the
German willingness to make peace
without annexations and Indemnities
of peoand with the
ples. He demurred, however, at the
as
German statement on
He said the war
being incomplete.
could not end without the
of violated rights of little
and oppressed nationalities and Russia would Insist on guarantees that
their lawful rights would be protected
in a general peace treaty
Count Czernln explained the posi
tion of the Central powers In a statement 'vhich he read at the second session of the peace conference at 1
o'clock Tuesday evening.
Austro-Hungarla-

n
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The thousands of U. S. farmers who have accepted
Canada's generous offer to settle on homesteads or buy
farm land in her provinces have been well repaid by
bountiful crops of wheat and other grains.
Where you can buy good farm land at $15 to $30

W6m

per acre get $2 a bushel for wheat and raise 20 to
43 bushels to the acre you are bound to make money
that's what you can do in Western Canada.
In the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta you can get a

HOMESTEAD OF

160

ACRES FREE

and other land at very low prices.

During many years Canadian

LYDIA E.P1NKHAM

No Need.
Lady Io you think it Is fair to tnke
tils candy?
Little Boy I don't have to be fair
I klu ll.-him. Life.

wheat fields have ayeraged 20 bushels
to the acre many yields as high as
45 bushels to the acre. Wonderful
crops also of Oats, Barley, and Flax.
Mixed Farming is as profitable an
industry as grain raising. Good

aw

iriti uau rr
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mmm
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schools, churches: market convenient,
..lim.t excellent. Writefor literature and
particulars mm lu reuuteuiuiwaj ikciu
Supt of Immigration, Ottawa, Can., or to
W.V.BENNETT
Boom 4,Bea Bldg.,Omaht,Neb.
Canadian Government Agent

Louis The St. Clair county
board of supervisors voted, 34 to 6, to
oust Fred Warning, county treasurer,
from office. The action was taken at
a special ' meeting of the board at
Belleville after County Auditor Eckert
reported he had been unablj to account for $79,160.30 of county funds
which should be in Warning's
St.

Guarantees Roads an income.
E
New York. The railroads of tho
country will be guaranteed net operating Income at the rate of $947,267,471
annually, under the plan as announced
by President Wilson. The latest ofby
actual
made
has
calves,
test
million
a
half
ficial figures as compiled by the In
with a proven record on over
Commerce Commission show
is safe to use at anytime.
terstate
time.
It
of
stood
test
the
and
hai
everywhere
good
Income for the years
operating
net
is
in
spread
disease
It
pastures.
easy
Cannot give the disease to calve or
30,
ending
1915,,1916 and 1917
June
ask any of them.
using it exclusively
to administer. Leading cattlemen are
as follows for all the roads of the
Write us for names and tree boolc on blackleg.
191C,
$728,712,079;
1915,
country.
The
$1,009,750,614.
1917,
CO.
SERUM
$1,043,839,822;
BLACKLEG
KANSAS
THE
years amounts to
for
average
three
Denver, Colo,
Stockyarda Exchange
U. 3.

Kansas Germ Free Fluid Vaccine

101

$947,267,471.

In Which

Sense?

"I hear (lie sheriff is after Maud."
"Yes, I believe he has un attachment
for her."

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.

WntaoaK.rol.maa.Waaa
n!a"MTf
lnun.l).U. BiKji.tr. Ill.b.
refaranees. Baalraaulia.
IKA II t" I J I N

ft tall IVlul

Denver Directory

RELIABLE PRESCRIPTION
Cuticura Is So Soothing
To Itching, burning skins. It not only
FOR THE KIDNEYS
soothes but heals. Bathe with Cuticura Soap and hot water, dry gently
and apply Cuticura Ointment.
For
free samples address, "Cuticura, DepL
For many years druggists have watched
X Boston." At drupglsts and by mail. with much interest the remarkable record
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50.

Adv.

maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is t physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit and
it should help you. No other kidney medicine has to many friends.
and start
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
t,

Needed More Weight.
The lmly of the house shut her Hps
tightly when she saw who hud rung
the bell.
"No," she said, "you were here In
December. I never give to a beggar
undeserving of help."
"I wouldn't 'ave culled, mum," said
the tramp, seeing that he need expect nothing more from that house,
"only
cakes left like you
gave me a month ago. I wants to enlist, but of your little cakes would 'ave
put me right."
'ome-niad-

iT.'iiMffiTliW.

e

I

---
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DIAMONDS
snd

Tommy Needed Them, Too.
The wounded Tommy writhed and
squirmed as the masseuse, with Iron
fingertips, massaged his Injured leg.
At last be hurst out :
'"Arf a mo! What d'yer think yer
of? Ow !"
"It's all right !" said the masseuse.
"I'm kneading your muscles!"
The Tommy gently but firmly pulled
his leg away from the none too gentle
grasp of his tormentor, and breathed ;
"So'm I!"

cals?"
"Yes, but not at professional
Exchange.

prices."

Was Never In.
"Bangor says he is out of politics
for good."
"For the good of polities yes."

.

pi

I

Coffee

Disagrees
quick results for
the better follow
a change to

Instant
Postum
A delicious,

drug-fre- e

drink, tasting

much like

high-gra-

Only Ona "BROMO OUrNINE"

To eat the genuine, call for fall name LAXATTVB
BKOMO üfilNlNU. Look for algnatnm oí
W.
UiUJ a. Cures a Cola In One
mo.

REVIVED

- His Kick.
you
fond of amateur theatri"Are

When

man.
"One hundred dollars."
"You'll have to do better than that,"
gasped the purchasing agent ; "I've got
a better bid from the undertaker."

de

coffee, com-

forting and satisfying to the former
coffee user.
Ideal for children.

"There's a Reason"

for POSTUM
Sold by Grocers.

OLD

APPLE

JEWELRY

JOS. I.

SCHWARTZ

I8th á Curtis, Danier, Cala,
WRITS OR CALL FOR OATALOQ

The Platte River Cattle Co.
71S

Kir

Rmls. IW

U.

PURE BRED HEREFORD
BULLS FOR SALE
Ones, twoa and threea.
Seo or write us before bulng.

Kodaks

DEVELOPING
and PRINTING

Benl for Catalogue and
rtnlebing Price List. Th Dam reett Materia C.
Eaiuaaa Keak Cfc. 12 ISts StnH, ftesrar, Cdaraaa

I;.

All the Adverbs.
"Wife shopping early?"
"Kurly, lute, often und

I

True to His Convictions.
The purchasing agent lay in bed
sore smitten with a serious sickness.
A specialist stood by his bedside and
said : "I can cure you."
"What's your bid?" moaned the sick

ART1STI0

LiUcriCTcmiso

n

Supervisors Oust County Treasurer.

,

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

n

Are Common in Western Canada

Vc-eta-

Why Not Try

n.

5

Lydia E. Knkham's

this letter." Mrs. E. It. Cmramia, It. No. 1, Ilellam, Ta.
Lowell, Mich. "I suffered from cramps and dragging
down pains, was irregular and had fomalo weakness and
displacement I began to take Lydla E. Hnkham's Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia E. Hnkham's
remedies to all suffering women who are troubled in a similar way." Mrs.ELiSEllEiit,R.No.6, Box83,Lowell,Mlch.

-
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TEUTON'S PEACH CONDITIONS.
Here are th main points lnalated
on by the Teutons a conditions of
peace :
1
No
of territories
annexation
eel led during the wur and stipulation for evacuation by troopa.
2
Declaration by the allies of Intention not to take away politof nations
ical Independence
which loat It during- the wnr.
political
J Nationalities
without
Independence to solve question
of subjection tUroi'Bh own
with their peoples according to their own constitutions.
4 Protection
of rights of minorities constitutes an essential pnrt
of the right of peoples to

6

Soap

CZERNIN.

Weatern Newapaper I'nlon New

Genuine Castoria
It

AC

IF END OF

WAR IS TO COME"

For Infants and Children.
"

MUST

BELLIGERENTS

"I took

Compound for female troubles and a displacement I felt all ran down and was very weak.
I had been treated by a physician without results.
bd decided to give Lydla E. Hnkham's Vegetable Compound
a trial, and felt better right away. I am keeping bouse
since last April and doing all my housework, where before
I was unable to do any work, Lydia E. Hnkham's Vegetable Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take when in this condition. I give you permission to publish

111

It

Ilellam, Pa.

.

CEPT PROPOSAL

Net Contents ISTiuid Draohn
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INDEMNITIES

Christian

Rome men's Idea of being a
is to look solemn.

"ALL

r.'MM.W'UlLJ.

To do your duty during these trying
times your health should be your first
consideration. These two women
tell how they found health.

TERMS GUARD AUTOCRACY.

NO

-

ii-

'ATTEMIOHÍ
SickYomén

GENERAL PEACE

PAY

.

"-

TEUTONS OFFER

DENY ALLIED DEMAND FOR DEMOCRACY IN GERMANY AND

ment set out to have Its state tapestries mended, It was estimated that
the cost would be equivalent to $150,-00The tapestries In question numbered 00.

Th old f unity remedy la tablet
form Mfe, aura, ea.y to take. No
opiate
no nnpleaaant after e if ecu.
Curta colds In 24 hourt Grip tn J
Money
back ifltfaila. Oet the
day.
genuine Dos with
Red Top and Mr.
Hilt'e picture on it
Í4 Tablet, (or 25.
At Any Drug Star

SPANISH-AMERICA-

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

STORY

Domestic Warfare.
"What did your wife do when you
Prisoner Related in Court That His got home late last night?"
Adam and Eve Encounter Was
"Fired a vase at me."
Caused by the Red Fruit
"That was rough."
"Yes, and she tired on a Aug of truce,
"Ever since Eve tempted Adam with too." Louisville Courier-Journaan apple there has been more or less
trouble," remarked James E. Deery, Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Judge of city court, says the Indianby local applications as they cannot reach
apolis News, "but this morning was the diseased portion of the ear. There la
ona way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
the first time that I have had an ex- only
and that Is by a constitutional remedy.
ample of the trouble which may be HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINK
acts
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
cnused between a man and woman by through
of the System. Catarrhal Deafness Is
.

l.

an apple."
A man had been arrested charged
with assault and battery on his wife.
The wife hnd tried to shield him when
she took the stand, but admitted having had a little unpleasantness with
her mate.
When the ninn took the stand he
asked whether he should tell the story
from the beginning, and when told to
go ahead started by saying: "Judge,
your honor, nil this trouble was caused
by an apple."
"Yes, I have heard that story before," said the judge. "The Ilihle even
says that an npple caused trouble between Adam and Eve, and most people
think that nil of our troubles date to
that time."
"But this was n real npple," replied
the prisoner. "We had an argument
over It and when iny wife became loud
I merely shoved her away from me.
Then some nosey neighbors called the
police."
"All right," said Judge Deery, "hut
I believe the real cause of this trouble
Is that yon do not work steadily. Now,
I am going to let you go thlsaime on
the condition that yon heed some ad
vice relative' to steady employment,
which a friend of yours Is going to
give you as soon as you leave the
courtroom."
Use Locust Piles.
The government Is reported to have
reached a decision that tree nulls or
wooden pins used In shipbuilding must
be of locust or eucalyptus. The black
locust will be the particular species
used.
Girls who are enrolled as second-clas- s
yeomen In the United States navy
receive $85 per month salary.

caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube Is Inflamed you bava a
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, Deafneas Ij th.
result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing may be destroyed
Many cases of Deafness are
forever.
caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
cas of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be
by HALL'S
cured
CATARRH
MEDICINE.
All Drtiaxlsts 75c. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

The Eternal Feminine.
St. Peter Hight this way, ladles, to
get your halos.
Shade, of Mrs. TeStle Now, Mr.
Peter, before I take one I would like
to know If you allow the privilege of
exchanging It If I find when I get homo
that it doesn't fit?

j

Makes the laundress happy that's Tied
Crons Iinjr Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
(

A Religious

Combination.
Iteeently a pa reel was received In
the Toledo post office which for some
reason had to be opened. It was addressed to "Any Soldier In France Who
Does Not Receive Another Present."
It contained n Illhle and a set of boxing gloves.

Natural Place.
"So Bill dressed up his story?"
"Yes, and then took It to a
party."

I

if

J!

tortol I for Tires Eyes.
Red Eye. -- Sor. Eyee- -I

Omnnlated Brolla. HeeM
Restores. Marine ll a Favorlt.
Treatment for Him that teel drjr anil Kark
tilreyonr Brea as nnch of yourlovinu ear.
a aa ;onr Teeth and with the same ngnlnrltj.
8m Refreshes
S
E

H

CARE FOR THEM.

lUl KH ÍVESI
by Mall.
Chican lor f rM look

T0U CMNOT

at Drug and Optical
: SoldMurlH
Era
Co,

Store, or

3
2
3

3
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NOTICE OF CONTEST

'LIZABETH ANN.
By ELIZABETH

WHAT'S IN A NAME

ACKENS.

By VINCENT

Uzabeth Ann was tired, lonely and
hot. Little hnll bedrooms under the
paves of
houses, three
stories high are, as a rule, freesslngly
cold in the winter, and unbearably hot
In the summer. Her tiny room was no
exception.
Besides, she wanted desperately to go home. A letter from

The.villnge of Wattsvllle was

her father that morning had made her
roses are all pink and white and
weet ; alsoi" we are getting wonderful
vegetables from the garden. Too bad
yon are so far away; we would send
yon some if New York were a little
nearer to Ohio."
"No," thought IJzaheth Ann dismally. "Nothing keeps here not even
toy usually sweet disposition." She
shook her small fist at the image
frowning at her from the mirror.
"They all expect yon to come flying
home, LIzzle-Anthe first time any
little thing goes wrong, but you're going to fool them. Tou are not going to
do it. Not when that Wessed duddy
of yours has raked and scraped every
cent together to give this year of music in New Tork."
Two salty tears ran down the side
of her straight little nose, but she
brushed them away impatiently. She
decided to take a ride on the Fifth
avenue bus and forget her troubles.
She dressed carefully, putting on a
ruffled white dress and white shots
When all else was
and stockings.
ready, she took from its box and tissue
paper wrappings a
white hat. It was a lovely hat, with
its wreath of dull blue corn flowers,
and 'Llzabeth Ann adored it.
She went down stairs, tying, as she
went, three dimes in the corner of
her handkerchief. Two were for her
fare and one for a soda water nfter-wnrAs she climbed the perilous
stairs to the top of the car, her attention was attracted to a young man
sitting on one of the front seats. Ho
looked so white and 111 that 'Llzabeth
Ann's heart went out to him In pity.
As it happened, the only vacant
Feat was the place next to him, ami
as the girl sat down Khe heard a
Realizing
smothered exclamation.
that her broad hat must have grazed
d

d.

Lis cheek, she flushed.
"I'm so sorry," she said gently. "It
must have hurt, and I am afraid you
have been III, too."
'
"Typhoid," he said briefly, but 'Llzabeth, seeing him Binlle, kneV he was
not offended.
She found herself thinking of him
as the bus rolled and lurched on Its
way, and as for Richard Bennett, he
'

cursed the convention that made it
impossible for him ami this
pretty girl to talk together
and then, in the midst of these rebellious thoughts, he saw her handkerchief lying on the floor at his feet As
he stooped to pick it up, he felt the
Coins In the corner, and a wild idea
came to him. Why not? lie bad heard
many times that everything was "fair
in love and war. Unobserved by the
girl, he placed the little piece of linen
in his pocket.
'
When 'Elizabeth Ann saw the conductor starting on his round to collect the fares, site felt for her handkerchief. It was not where she had
put it, in her belt, and she frantically looked under the seat and around
the floor. She cast a desperate look
at the young man beside her.
"Have you lost anything? Can I be
f any service to you?" His voice was
the voice of a gentleman.
"I've lost my handkerchief, with my
money in It. If yon will be kind
enough to pay the conductor, and will
give me your name and address, I will
send you the money In the morning."
Richard smiled reassuringly Into her
troubled face as be dropped the two
dimes in the box. '
"It's funny, isn't it, how accidents
will happen at the most Inopportune
times I remember one time " and
before she realized it, 'Llzabeth Ann
found herself listening to the interesting conversation of this stranger.
'
When she got off the bus, he got
off, too, and It seemed perfectly natural for him to walk to her door with
her. As they reached the steps he
held out his hand. 'Llzabeth Ann
put hers into it, thinking he wanted
to shake hands. When she drew it
away, she saw that her handkerchief,
with the coins in the corner, lay In
her palm. She stared nt it bewildered. "But I don't understand!"
Richard took her two hands tightly
In his.
"Of course, yon don't understand,
little Girl - Whose - Name - I Don't
Know, because you don't believe any
more than I did in love at first sight.
But I'm going to make you believe
if
in love at second or third sight
you'll give me the chance."
Her answer wns very brief : "Maybe." But as she ran upstairs on winged feet, the little hnndkerchlef, smelling very much of tobacco smoke now
was held tightly against her Hps.
sweet-.Tolce-

,
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(Copyright,

by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

1917,

a PERRY.

December 7, 1917.
To the Heirs of Amog J. Cherry
de
ceased
of Springfield, 111. Contentee-Yo- u

pressman and compositor of the
Wattsvllle Advance, walked up and
down the little room In front of bis
plant which he called the ofllce, and
bit at a match furiously. Wattsvllle
had been without a paper for a long
time, and the idea of starting up a
weekly again was originally his. He
was sure of that. He had come from
the city and looked over the plant of
the Echo, a paper that had not been
published for ten years, and had decided it wasn't In good enough shape
to put la working order. Not to be
beaten in his effort to make himself a
recluse from his friends, he bought
out the plant of the Wainbrlght Advance and moved it to Wattsvllle to
the little building it now occupied. In
the meantime the Echo office had been
sold by a real estate broker in the city,
and the purchaser, who had bought the
plant was a woman, the niece of the
Widow Spur, of the village.
The Idea of the thing was preposterous, he thought
Nobody could
make the Echo plant work, let alone

a

tom."
"True j look at the street car straphangers."

2 miles Northwest of Solano, on R.R.

OnT rarsday
anil

10 ir
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Sale to commence at 10 o'clock A.M.Sharp, The following

property

'

to-w- it

IOKSES

Span of Mules

Good Size, well Broke and Gentle.

Cattle

12 Milk Cows, 4 Yearling
Steers, 1 Bull, 5 Calves,

4

K'

M4.

Good FORD Car,

she-wa- s

Several Tons of Good Feed,
And other articles too numerous to mention.

1

letter.
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Date of first publication, Dec. IB, 191 J.
- second
- - - 22 - - third
- - - 2 - -

fourth

-

.

Jan.

1918

NOTICE OF SALE OF SCHOOL
BONDS, SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 20,
OF THE COUNTY OF MORA
Notice ia hereby given,

that

I,

tie

undesigned, Treasurer of the County
of Mora, of the State of New Mexico,'
will offer for sale and sell, at the Town
of Mora, Mora County, New Mexica,1
on the 26th day of January, A. D. 191S
Ten (10) negotiable bonds of the denomination of Fiva hundred $500.00.
dollars each, of School District no. 2
of the County of Mora, of the State of
Nw Mexico; said bonds to bocome drtt
not less than Twenty 20 nor Mar'
than Thirty 30 years after date, and
redeemable at the pleasure of the Scaaol
Directors of School District No. 20. of
the County of Mora, at any time after
ten 10 years from the date of sais1
bondí. Said bonds shall bear intereet
at the rate of Six6 percent per
interest payable
at the Office of the County Treasarer
of Mora County, New Mexico, in tlie
Town of Mora, New Mexico; said bonis
will be sold to the highest and best bidder therefor, for cash. Provided,
said Treaurer canuot accept ay
But "loveliness" Is a'very different
word a smaller word and slighter, a bids for said bonds which is less than
word more delicate, more tender. It Ninety "90" cents on the dollar.
applies to the more -- human things..
T
CHARLES U. STROKlT
Helen is not lovely, she Is beautiful
Treasurer of Mora Cosaty
but, with rare exceptions, the women
State of New Mexiee.
of Shakespeare have a certain appealing loveliness.
Juliet Is lovely, for nil
her strength and courage; the loveliNOTICE TOE PUBLICATION.
ness of Rosalind is piquant and that
of Beatrix also; Miranda's is a wild Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
nnd timid loveliness, that of Desde-mon- a
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,.
Is most tender, that of Ophelia
Dec. 14. 11)17
most tragical nnd touching.
Portia, Notice is hereby given that Mrs Btl't
too, is lovely and Olivia though these
Merry of Mosquero N. M. whoonDe.
two, we admit, do barely escape being
17 1914 made HE No.
018967
beauties; Viola, like Celia, has a sort
Lots 1, 2, 3 .V 4
nf dainty loveliness, while Cordelia,
Lear's daughter Cordelia, is as lovely Section 2 Township 18N Range 2f E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
8 Juliet herself.
intention to make three Year proof to
establish claim to the land descried,
Nuthatch.
The familiar winter bird, the white before W H Willoox U S Com'r at
breasted nuthatch, is the champion Roy, N.N. on the 18th day of Feb. 1918
"steeplejack" of the world, says an
Claimant names as witnesses; .
exchange. It can travel headforemost
Edward Hubbler
Candido Truiillo
down any tree trunk in the forest and Alfred H
McGlotlilin
Frank J. Smith
can perform other dizzy gymnastic
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
feats with astounding ease. The nutPAZ VALVERDE,
hatch makes nothing of thrillers.
i
The winter hawks occasionally try
Register
to catch asleep this weasel of a bird.
The nuthatch, however, can scuttle
around a tree trunk, thrice outpacing
Go to the ROY CAFE for
the squirrel at the same trick. , The
bird braves the bitter cold, and If it
A Good Square Meal.tri
knew how it probably would hearten
First door South of the Bank
us in the winter days with something
more cheerful than "Quank, quank."
, Roy, N. M.
It does not know how, however,, and
so we must take it for its beauty and
ta society andjet the rest go.
...

Col. F.O. WHITE, Auct.

McKay I"
"Norma, what are you doing here?"
he cried In surprise.
"Why, I'm the owner of this plant;

Margaret Spur."
"You, Margaret Spur? Isn't Norma
Cousins your right name? Why didn't
you answer my letters?"
"Your letters, Tommy? I never received them."
Norma was excited.
"Tell me did you address them to
Norma Cousins?"
"Yes; I thought that was your real
name."

"It is only my pen name, the name
under which I wrote for the Times.
To think I never told you my right
name ! But didn't you get my letters,
Tommy?"
"No, sot a letter." Then it dawned
upon him. "Did you know my right
name Isn't Tommy McKay; that that
Is only a pen name, too? My right
aarae Is Fred Burnett."
So that there would be no more inlx-up-s
In names, the first Issue of the
had printed at the top
of the editorial column In bold type,
"Fred Burnett, managing editor; Mrs.
Fred Burnett, news editor."
(Copyright, 1917, by tho McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

Keep Doctor Away.

your mouth to overly rich
íooüs und drinks and keep tho doctor
Close

out.

Clerk.

aa-nu-

semi-annual-

he-ev-
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REAL AMERICAN

WONDER a big stream as the Quadachn, but
where was a mill big enough for the
Newly Examined Glacier In an Unex- Job?
plored Region May Be Biggest
We were at least forty miles from
In the Rockies.
It, for we were not fully twenty miles
west of the works, and from the forks
We had reached a point of vantage to the glacier must be at least twenty
whenee we could overlook the whole more. We were eight as one must
of the unexplored region of the travel in that region. Yet there that
Rockies from Laurier Pass on the great white mass loomed up far and
south to the Llard region on the away the most notable phenomenon In
north. No great secret could be con fhat whole magnificent panorama. It
cealed from us.
Is the biggest thing In the whole FlnWhat did we see?
lay country. I venture to predict that
A glance shewed us that there was when the glacier has been more closely
no heaven-kissinpeak "taller tnan examined it will be found to be one of
Mount Rohsnn," writes Paul L. Ha- - the biggest, If not the very biggest,
worth In Scrlbner's Magazine.
In the whole Rocky Mountain system.
Hut there were several magnificent
mountains higher than any along the
Flnlay. Much the finest of all these BEAUTY IS NOT LOVELINESS
lay far to the northeastward. It was
Women May Possess Both Qualifican vast affair with three great sumtions, but a Combination
Is
mits, two of them peaks, the third nad
Rarely to Be Found.
tallest nn immense square block.
This mountain was big enough to
"Beauty," at least ns distinct from
hnve aroused our enthusiasm, nnd yet
we gave comparative- - scant heed to "loveliness," Is a big word, writes Margaret Steele Anderson in Louisville
it.
Post.
It has a certain splendor, It has
tillFar down the south slopo c it,
Tou use It for
ing a grent valley miles and miles a certain amplitude.
wide, there flowed a perfectly llá- the great things of the world ; for the
Parthenon nnd the lost chryselephanmense, glistening glacier.
"That is what makes the Quadachn tine five of Jove and of. Athene; for
the epics of Homer and Milton, as for
white." Joe conceded.
There could be no doubt about it.' Troy nnd tho first host of Lucifer; for
nnd Beethoven;
For a long tima I had realized, that it! the music ofof Bach
Helen nnd the body of
face
would require ft gooJ-sizerock fclll! for.the
Dnijih.'.'-r "f
to fcrlnd
ewmgjL 1U to. color j&icil
g

j

d
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White-Breaste-

'

j
You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to' which you
desire future notices to be sent to you. w

Eo Bo Laughter,

Wm.G. JOHNSON,

o

New-Mexic- o,

,

Corn and Fodder, Milo Maize etc.

Terms

-

WJ-SF-

Mare and two Colts.,)

to n young widow ?"
"Not unless you want to marry her."

I

will offer at Public Auction, at my Farm

woman.

When There's Danger.
"Is it really dangerous to propose

HI. Achievements.
"That marrying parson has one agricultural habit."
"What is that?"
"I notice lie is often engaged ta r
moving widow' weeds."

I

Cn's-tiun-

who gives
Roy,
as his Postoffice address, did,
on May 25th. 1917, (lie in this office his
duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancellation ot your
nomestead entry, Serial number 00743,
J
made April 3d,, 1908, for
and
Ej SwJ, Section 10, Twp. 2lN.,Rng.2G
E. , N.M.P.M. and, as grouns for bis
contest he alleges that the heirs,of said
Imos J. Cherry have not resided on,
said land nor cultivated same nor kept
up the improvements thereon since the
death of said entryman which occurred in or about the year 1911, that the
na rites of the heirs of tho said Amos J.
Cherry, deceased, as nearly as this
contestant knows, are Mrs. Flora Baker. Ben w. Cherrv and John Cherry.
all of whom resi ie, as contestant it in
formed nud believes, in Springlield,
Illinois, that lie does not know the ages
of said heirs, but has reason to believe and does believe that they are all
years of age.
over twenty-on- e
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that "time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer'
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be cither the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
.
,1, .K.
l, ..
i
:i
ucuvcieu, iit iimue uy regisiereu man,
proof of such service must consist of
the flffiilnvif. nf tYin rwrenn Iw wlir!
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoflice to which it. was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
Rigoni,

"Poor thing If she does know anything about newspaper work she will
get a shock when she sees the Echo
plant," he muttered.
He was right. Margaret Spur did
get a severe shock when she saw the
Echo plant.
The real estate broker
had told her it was in splendid working order, and her aunt had verified
his statement
She was foolish to
take the word of either, she thought.
If Margaret had belonged to another
profession she would have wept, but
her newspaper trulnlng had fortified
her for just such disappointments as
this one.
Perhaps the plant wasn't
as bad as it appeared, she thought, as
she started to get things In better
shape. As she worked over the type
cases her mind went back to the city
1
f
and the life she had left.
It was to find an occupation to take
her mind off the biggest disappointment of her life that made her give
up her position on the Times in the
city and invest her savings In the country newspaper that proved to be so
unpromising.
The winter before she
had been introduced to Tommy McKay
at the Ironworkers' convention,
He
was representing the Tribune and
reporting the convention for the
limes. Tommy had n pleasant and
attractive way, nud as they sat sido
by side, chatting gaily, she couldn't
help thinking that perhaps all the girls
that wrote to her "Advice to the Fair
Sex" column were not as silly as she
Had thought
The next day she missed
licr car and was late. Tommy lent
her his notes, so that she would not
miss the Important points of the
mayors speech. After that kindness
she couldn't very well have refused his
Invitation to the theater that evening.
Alter toe theater they went to a
cabaret He was the brightest boy she
had ever known, and his sense of hu
mor npjealed to her.
The next summer they had their va
cation at the same time.
hey met
again at a seaside resort The moon A credit o f 10 months will be given on all sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable note or aplight nights helped a lot, and before
proved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear interest at
thty had been there a fortnight they
the
rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid. 12 percent discount for cash on sums over
naa decided that they couldn't very
wen get along without one another.
Sums tunder $10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed until settled for.
$10.00.
. ,
Iunpyiucgs was .
T1.nl.
xut-i- r
Drougllt tO an
abrupt ending when Tommy was sent
lor to take a position he had applied
for in the North.
Margaret couldn't help running this
an over in her mind as she worked.
The editor of the Advance stopped
In front of the Echo ofllce. It wouldn't
be out of place to call on this Miss
Spur.
He could find out what she
thought of the Echo plant
Margaret heard the step in the doorway and turned around. As her eyes
met the visitor's, she uttered a little
scream and her handful of type fell
to the floor.
"Tommy 1" she gasped. "Tommy

Echo-Advan-

An Instance.
"How odd It is that people can become so firmly attached to a bad cus-

are hereby uotilled that

hard-

ly large enough to support one newspaper, and here.lt was with two. Fred
Burnett, proprietor, managing editor,

homesick. "Better come home, 'Llzabeth Ann," It read.
"The climbing

broad-brimme-

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton. N. M.
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